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This is an interactive PDF — the hot links in blue will open a browser window for the linked business or resource. 
Depending on your device and/or reader App, the        icons work as jump links to take you to and from the table of 
contents. ManAboutWorld is a digital-born magazine, designed for iPad and Android tablets. If you have one, download 
this guide for free in our ManAboutWorld App and enjoy the full experience. Any questions or problems? Email us at 
concierge@manaboutworld.com.

— Billy, Ed and Kenny
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We love Thailand. And with it near or at the top of the world’s most visited destinations, we’re not 
alone. But for gays, Thailand has long held a special place, with its sincere welcome and enormous 
tolerance for all — regardless of sexual orientation or gender expression, The country’s motto, “The 
Land of Smiles,” is accurate, but Thai warmth goes much deeper than that. Through an alchemy 
of culture, language, openness, Buddhism, warm weather and — who knows? — maybe all that 
delicious, fresh sun-ripened tropical fruit — Thais are among the most hospitable people on earth. 
The hospitality is legendary, with a gracious, personable service culture that is the envy of most 
destinations. The Thai people are the overarching reason we visit and pine to return the moment 
we disembark from our returning Thai Airways flight. From the humblest street cleaner to the 
Armani-clad CEO type dashing to a meeting, the Thai people accord visitors the utmost respect 
and courtesy: happily helping you with directions; greeting you with that famous smile; and making 
your enjoyment of their country their personal responsibility. 

Of course the list of nonhuman assets Thailand boasts is crowded with true, and truly unique, 
treasures: from the sheer limestone outcrops of Phang Nga Bay and terraced rice paddies of Chiang 
Mai; to giant golden temples; majestic elephants; dense, noisy jungles; pristine and quiet white-
sand beaches; that fabulous cuisine; and some of the best hotels and resorts in the world. 

Thailand is far from the U.S. and even Europe, and no matter how you slice it, Western travelers will 
spend a good 10-24 hours traveling each way. But for any self-respecting traveler and particularly 
gay travelers, Thailand is an absolute must visit. Budget at least 10 days, longer if you can. For a 
first-time visitor, we recommend the classic Thai trio of three or four days each in Bangkok (including 
a weekend to hit the nightlife); the hills and jungles of the north (Chiang Mai or Chiang Rai) and 
the stunning beaches of the south (Phuket, Koh Samui, or any of the less-well traveled islands and 
mainland resort areas). 

— Kenny, Billy + Ed

GO THAI, BE FREE
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SOCIETY, LANGUAGE, + CULTURE
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YOU’RE NOT IN KANSAS ANYMORE

There are many differences between Western and Thai cultures. By virtue of their open embrace of differences, the Thai people 
are hard-wired to accept our odd (to their eyes) behaviors. It behooves us to study up a bit to try to understand and therefore 
accept theirs.

GAY FAMILY VALUES

Forming the foundation of Thai society is the family, much more so than many Western societies. The parents are firmly at the 
top of this hierarchy, and children are taught to honor them. This of course poses challenges to LGBT Thais. While Thais do 
not, by and large, make moral judgments about being gay, there remains a strong pressure to marry and have a family. It’s not 
uncommon for Thai men to have mostly same-sex relationships while in their 20s, then to marry and have kids, without feeling 
like they’ve switched from gay to straight. In recent times more and more Thai men identify as gay. Frequently, just as in the 
West, they’ll escape from their hometown (often to Bangkok or Chiang Mai or even abroad for a short time) to get some space. 
A good resource for gay Thailand is Utopia-Asia, which remains fairly up to date despite it’s ye olde 1990s Internet design. 

KATOEY/KATHOEY (THE THIRD GENDER)

You will see transgender women everywhere. You may even not know the woman serving your coffee or dashing off to a 
meeting in a downtown skyscraper was born biologically male. Kathoey refers to a third gender, and typically refers to men 
who live and act their lives as women. You hear the term ladyboy quite frequently but on our recent visit we spoke to several of 
these women who now prefer to be referred to as transgender women or transwomen. 

THE WAI
(good morning, afternoon, and good evening!)

Thai people will greet you and each other by joining their raised palms and bowing slightly. The wai is the common form 
of greeting, which conveys respect and courtesy. (Think of it as being equal to shaking hands in the west.) When greeting 
someone, simply raise both hands, palms joined with the fingers pointing upwards as if in prayer, lightly touching the body 
somewhere between the chest and the forehead. Though complex rules govern giving and receiving the wai according to your 
and the other party’s social status, for a visitor if you simply attempt it, Thai people will greatly appreciate it. 

MEETING ETIQUETTE

The wai (as mentioned above) is the traditional form of greeting, given by the person of lower status to the person of higher 
status. Thais generally use first rather than surnames, with the honorific title Khun before the name. Khun is an all-purpose form 
of address that is appropriate for both men and women.

BUDDHISM

Over 90% of the population (gay, straight or other) practice Buddhism. It’s completely ingrained into everyday life, and if you 
truly want to understand Thailand and its people, you’d have to learn about Buddhism. Simply put, Buddhists believe that 
life does not begin with birth and end at death but that everyone has several lives based upon acts committed in previous 
lives (yep, karma!) and life lessons not yet learned. Other core tenets: selfishness and covetousness result in suffering and 
compassion and love bring happiness and well being. The true path to peace is to eliminate all desire (“nirvana”) in which a 
person simply is (no desire, suffering or further rebirth). Keep your eyes peeled at temples: You may see evidence of Buddhists 
(photographs, statues) who the Thai people believe have reached nirvana in their lifetime. 

HIERARCHY

Thais respect hierarchical relationships: Parents are superior to their children; teachers to their students; employers to 
employees; and the king to everyone else. When Thai strangers meet, they instantly try to suss out your and their place within 
a hierarchy. Visitors are often immune to this and are accorded the respect Thai people grant their guests but it is worth being 
very mindful of your appearance and grooming at all times. In the city you might want to be sure to shave and polish your 
shoes. In the mountain and beach resorts, you can get away with much more informality. Oh and if you went to a prestigious, 
globally recognized school you can toss that out there and gain some stature. 

http://www.utopia-asia.com/tipsthai.htm
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POLITESSE

The Thai people emphasize and value outward forms of courtesy such as politeness, respect, genial demeanor and self-control 
in order to maintain harmonious relations. Many of their rules of etiquette are by-products of the Buddhist religion. It is a non-
confrontational society, in which public dispute or criticism is to be avoided at all costs. Thai people avoid being openly angry 
with people; openly criticizing a person; confrontation, which makes the current political situation seem quite anomalous. (See 
Coup FAQs). They’ve never been conquered by an invading force, usually opting to relinquish bits of their territory to prevent 
war, reflecting their diplomacy (and partially explaining their highly irregular borders). 

“LEARN THAI”
 (that’s an app but we mean you, too)

Thai ain’t easy. But it’s important to learn a little of the language to understand the culture. Their complex, hierarchical grammar 
compels speakers to consider others and their own position vis-a-vis their audience with every sentence they speak. The 
Thai language is comprised of 44 consonants, 32 vowels and five tones — a word can have up to five completely different 
meanings — written in a beautiful-looking script that has Indian origins. For a long time, English was only taught as a second 
language in secondary school and universities, so among educated people you could get by in English. Nowadays, children, 
too, are learning to read and speak English as early as kindergarten, so it’s reasonable to expect the younger generation to 
communicate in English, as well. Still to be able to converse with more people and show respect for the culture (which will 
in turn generate respect for you) we highly recommended learning Thai. In fact we used “Learn Thai,” which includes many 
greetings and phrases and offers the pronunciations in normal mode and slowed-down mode (tap the turtle). You can crank the 
volume and let the app speak for itself but the Thais really love it when you try to speak their language. 

“Khun” is used with a person’s last name and replaces Mr., Mrs., and Ms., but there’s an important gender-based difference in 
Thai: Women end all their sentences with the phrase “ka”; men finish theirs with “krub.” You’ll also see this spelled as “krap,” 
and most of the time, you don’t even hear the “r” and it sounds more like kap (sort of rhymes with cap or lap).

FINAL WORDS OF ADVICE

Don’t go with self-described ‘tour guides’ who want to take you anywhere. Always look both ways (twice!) when crossing the 
streets. You’re unlikely to be robbed, but don’t leave your valuables unattended thus tempting someone to enjoy their “good 
luck.” Remain open to possibilities because anything can happen in this city of 10 million. If you get overwhelmed or the noise 
and pollution get to you, duck into a quiet temple and allow yourself a few moments of contemplation; book a massage at a 
nice sauna; indulge in a fancy restaurant (which won’t cost an arm and a leg).

NEXT:  
THAILAND: BANGKOK

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/learn-thai-phrasebook-for/id419309804?mt=8
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Just 30 years ago, Bangkok was a crowded, noisy, polluted city — little more than a hasty point of entry and departure for your 
Thailand adventures to the north or south. Now it counts as one of the most interesting and exciting capitals in Asia, a booming 
megalopolis with gleaming skyscrapers, hedonistic shopping malls, some of the most gracious and luxurious hotels in the world 
and a deep layer of history and culture to explore. The history and culture were always there but just tackling the urban craziness 
surrounding it was daunting. Well, no more. 
 
Believe it or not the City of Angels is less noisy, less polluted and less disorganized than it was three decades ago. A rising middle class 
(thanks in part to an era of tourism development); investments in public transportation alternatives; and a clampdown on those colorful 
but cannonball-crazy freelance buses that used to ply the streets picking up and dropping off passengers with barely a pause have all 
contributed to a more orderly city. It’s still absolutely traffic clogged though. Ever more prosperous Thais drive cars rather than tinier 
pollution-sputtering mopeds. It’s all a tradeoff. That just means you have to be shrewd about your choice of accommodations (see 
Where We Stay) finding one near public transportation to avoid those mad traffic jams. A note on driving here: You may wish to avoid it. 
Cars drive on the left and you’ll find both left-hand-drive and right-hand-drive cars on the road. 
 
WHEN WE GO

See Introduction to Thailand for the holidays and climate factors we weigh when deciding what time period to travel to Thailand, but 
one really fun monthly party to coincide with in the Big Mango (yes, that’s a real nickname!), if possible, is the Rainbow Party at Sofitel 
So Hotel, a monthly see-and-be-seen event that attracts LGBT visitors as well as young trendy straight, questioning and who-the-heck-
knows locals, high atop the Sofitel So’s roof which boasts one of the most dramatic settings and sweeping views of the sprawling, 
glittering skyline. 
 
GETTING AROUND 
 
In addition to the Taxis and Tuk Tuks mentioned earlier, Bangkok also has a modern and speedy public transportation system with two 
primary lines: the BTS Skytrain and MRT Blue Line. 
 
The BTS skytrain which passes by many of Bangkok’s most appealing attractions, is the one visitors will use more often whereas 
the Blue Line, which services residential communities, is used more often by Thai commuters. The BTS skytrain runs the length of 
Sukhumvit Road, a major thoroughfare where numerous hotels, shops, and restaurants are located and elsewhere. Click on the link 
above for detailed service maps. Unlimited single day and various multi-day passes can be purchased for both the BTS and MRT, many 
of which are ideal for tourists wishing to explore the city, though such cards are not transferable between the two independently 
owned rail lines and must be purchased separately.  
 
A NOTE ON BANGKOK’S NEIGHBORHOODS 
 
This city of eight million sprawls in every direction, and seems at first to be impossible to navigate, but look closely and you’ll find a 
few helpful subdivisions and a convenient public transportation system stitching together key neighborhoods. 
 
SILOM: THE GAY NEIGHBORHOOD 
With the two main party streets, Soi 2 with its discos and clubs and Soi 4 with its bars and restaurants, Silom is considered the main 
gay area of Bangkok. 
 
BANGLAMPOO AND HISTORIC BANGKOK  
This area lies within the area known as Ko Rattanakosin and includes the most important sites like the Grand Palace, Wat Phra Kaew, 
and Wat Po, as well as the Dusit Zoo and Vimanmek Palace Museum along with countless wats (temples), the National Theater, 
National Library and National Museum. Khao San Road (backpack district) is here but what’s missing is a close subway or skytrain stop. 
 
RIVERFRONT 
All the grandest hotels cluster near the river close to Saphan Taksin. Upriver you’ll find colonial-style buildings and churches. Across 
the river in Thonburi you’ll find Thai dance shows and theaters, upscale spas and inexpensive restaurants. For Bangkok’s newest 
riverside shopping and dining experience check out Asiatique, a great spot to enjoy a nice dinner and then check out the Calypso 
Cabaret show. (See Asiatique below.) 
 
CHINATOWN/YAOWARAT  
Along the river, just west of the Grand Palace area and Banglampoo, you’ll find a busy, bustling Chinatown with lots of great food stands. 
 
BANG RAK  
This area is bound by Rama IV Road on the north, Yaowarat (Chinatown) on the northwest, and Charoen Krung (New) Road west, with 
Silom and Surawong roads running through the middle. A downtown area, you’ll find banks, businesses, and embassies but also 
shopping malls, including the Silom Complex and the gay bars along Silom 2-4. We also highly recommend the new urban chic places 
along Sathorn 12, particularly the straight-friendly Le Café des Stagiaires.  

https://www.facebook.com/SofitelSoBangkok
https://www.facebook.com/SofitelSoBangkok
http://www.bts.co.th/customer/en/02-route-current_new.aspx
http://www.transitbangkok.com/mrt.html
https://www.facebook.com/csbangkok
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SUKHUMVIT ROAD 
This main east-west thoroughfare is straddled overhead by the BTS and is also known as Rama I Road at its western end. After crossing 
Ratchadamri Road (at the Erawan Shrine), it then becomes Ploenchit Road and runs directly east, crossing Witthayu (Wireless) Road at 
Chit Lom BTS (for Central World department store), and becomes Sukhumvit Road at the entrance to the airport freeway. Here you’ll 
find a busy expat community, shopping, nightlife and some of the city’s best rooftop bars (Above 11 and Octave are both great).  
 
Thong Lo – or Thonglor (Sukhumvit Soi 55)  
The meeting ground for Bangkok’s young, sophisticated crowd. It has a fascinating lineup of outdoor boutique malls as well as concept 
restaurants and bars, but the real action begins after sundown, as the hip, well-to-do crowd descends on Thonglor for a fun and 
intoxicating night out.  
 
KHAO SAN ROAD  
Khao San is very popular with young backpackers on a budget, and fun for younger travelers, both gay and straight, as this place is 
buzzing all day and night. You’ll find make-up artists and fashionable young Thai models who like to hang by the open bars. 
 
WHERE WE STAY

Bangkok’s hotels are legendary, with many appearing on lists of the world’s best year after year. At every price point, you can expect 
superior service and genuine hospitality. In the luxury strata, expect to be wowed. You’ll find all of the international brands, styles 
ranging from traditional Thai to cutting-edge modern, and good options all over the city. In general, the closer you are to a Skytrain 
station, the happier you’ll be. Bangkok is a big city, with notoriously bad traffic, and being able to fly over it is a big advantage for 
getting around the city. Staying on the river also has the advantage of being able to avoid traffic to many destinations by traveling on 
water.  
 
RIVER HOTELS 
Most tourists choose the river for its cooling breeze and calm respite from the city. Watching the river traffic, and utilizing the public 
and private transport options on the river, offers a scenic and efficient way to reach many popular destinations. But prepare to be 
surrounded by businessmen on expense accounts and middle-aged tourists working on their bucket lists.  
 
Mandarin Oriental  
It’s often at the top of the list of the world’s best hotels, but as such, you’ll pay a premium to stay here that exceeds the relative value 
of their extraordinary service. If you’re into nostalgia and can afford a suite in the Author’s Wing, the two-story, 19th-century structure 
that has played host to authors such as Joseph Conrad, Tennessee Williams, John le Carré, and James A. Michener, by all means stay 
here. But if you’re staying in the adjacent modern tower, know you’re paying a bragging rights tax. 
 
The Peninsula Bangkok  
Asia’s other famous lodging brand opened its Bangkok outpost across the river from the Oriental, with a fleet of four restored rice 
barges to shuttle guests across the river to the SkyTrain station. Luxurious rooms are a little generic residential — you could be 
anywhere in the world until you look out the window (all rooms are guaranteed a full river view). Beautiful grounds and an 
extraordinary service mentality that makes anything possible are the main attraction here. At night the restaurant along the river serves 
up a truly magical atmosphere along with delectable gourmet takes on traditional Thai dishes along with other international choices.  
 
The Siam Hotel  
The Siam hotel is our choice for the most uniquely Thai experience. The Siam is truly an urban resort, with just 39 suites and villas 
spread over three riverfront acres and furnished with valuable antiques and modern amenities. Built from transplanted historic Thai 
houses, the suites start at 860 sq ft. The villas at 1300 sq ft. have their own private pools and rooftop terraces. In a town known for 
luxury service, the privileged few staying here are treated to a level of personal attention that feels more like being a royal guest at an 
opulent private residence than a valued VIP at a large hotel. NB: The Siam is not for those in a hurry — the location is far from the city 
center, with limited water shuttle service.  
 
Sheraton Royal Orchid  
A little large and generic for our tastes, but great value right next to the Mandarin Oriental. The nearest Skytrain station is a 30-minute 
walk, but a complimentary water shuttle runs every 30 minutes from 10am to 10pm. The Club Level benefits (breakfast, hors 
d’oeuvres, cocktails, WiFi, laundry, private check-in, luxury in-room amenities) are worth the premium here. 
 
Sala Rattanakosin 
This gorgeous property with only 17 guestrooms sprawls over nearly a half acre. The design of this tiny boutique hotel successfully blends 
modern and Thai influences and the service is just top-notch. But the real draw is the crazy close-up views of Bangkok’s most recognizable 
attraction: Wat Arun. If you stay here, you’ll spend a lot of time gaping at this temple which like a money haystack changes feeling as the light 
reflecting against it varies. If you don’t stay here, have dinner or a cocktail here at sunset with your honey: It’s very romantic. 
 

http://www.bangkok.com/bts/thong-lo.htm
http://www.mandarinoriental.com/bangkok/
http://bangkok.peninsula.com/en/
http://www.thesiamhotel.com/
http://www.thesiamhotel.com/uploads/wysiwyg/3/ShuttleboatSchedule.jpg
http://www.royalorchidsheraton.com/
http://www.royalorchidsheraton.com/en/Club
http://www.salaresorts.com/rattanakosin/
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Klapsons, The River Residences 
Klapsons The River Residences Bangkok is a unique, modern and stylish hotel close to the Skytrain, with river views, free WiFi and an 
outdoor pool. The sun terrace and garden allow for some very necessary relaxation after a long day out in Bangkok. 
 
Anantara Riverside 
The Anantara Riverside is the former Marriott, and has been given a massive makeover to provide a true urban resort feel very 
close to town. You can spend your entire holiday here and still get both resort and city. The upscale rooms have free Wi-Fi, flat-
screens, minibars, and marble bathrooms, and balconies with city, garden or river views. Splurge for an upgraded suite and take 
advantage of the private lounge and free shuttle service to Saphan Taksin Skytrain station and Asiatique open-air mall. There’s also 
a Thai cooking school on site we recommend signing up for.  
 
IN TOWN HOTELS 
 
Staying in the heart of the city can be noisy and chaotic. But that’s part of what we love about Bangkok. If you’re just here for a few 
days, save the calm respite for the north and south of the country, and immerse yourself in the energy of the city by staying at one of 
these great choices.  
 
Sofitel So Bangkok 
Our top choice is the contemporary, sophisticated Sofitel So which combines French luxury, with warm Thai hospitality around the 
theme of five elements (water, earth, wood, metal and fire). This could seem like so much hokum but the hotel is serious and 
consistent about it from the choice of building materials and the decor to the art work. The hotel and service uniforms were styled by 
famous French designer Christian Lacroix. The hotel’s rooftop infinity edge pool is just breathtaking and a wonderful place to while 
away the hours with a drink, while drinking in the view. The hotel and pool are popular with gay visitors and locals. See “When we go” 
above to learn more about the Sofitel’s regular gay rooftop party. The hotel is within walking distance to the gay area. The So is now 
offering his-and-his intimacy kits. Be sure to request one. 
 
Metropolitan by Como 
This sleek and sophisticated hotel across from the Sofitel So attracts film stars, the design set, and fashionistas to its brightly lit lobby. 
The hotel’s 169 rooms and suites feature cool, light-filled spaces. Fitness enthusiasts will like the nearly 100-foot long outdoor pool, 
fitness center and yoga studio, while anyone who needs some pampering after a day of temple visits in 100-degree heat will love the 
spa. With its all-day diner Glow to the much-raved-about Thai restaurant Nahm (see Where we eat) and the sultry atmosphere of Met, 
this is not only where you go to see and be seen but to actually dine well. 
 
Sukhothai  
It’s not the flashiest hotel, but a perfect combination of location, Thai style, and true luxury. Designed by Ed Tuttle (of Aman resorts 
fame), it sits on 7 acres of prime real estate in the center of the city. Rooms are massive and bathrooms are some of the best we’ve 
ever seen. The pool is huge, with tennis courts rounding out the amenities of this urban oasis.  
 
Siam Kempinski 
The Siam Kempinski, with 303 rooms, is a large property that has a more resort feel and a location near some great shopping including 
the magnificent Siam Paragon, Platinum Mall and the famous Pratunam Market (see Where We Shop), though it’s a little farther away 
from most of the gay nightlife than the Sofitel So. Still, the BTS Skytrain is close by providing quick transport links across the city. This 
handsome contemporary property is beautiful and boasts a luxurious spa and a very well-equipped workout facility.  
 
Tenface 
This hip budget-boutique hotel is tucked away on a side street off Wireless Road, a bit removed from the busiest part of the city’s 
central core. With 79 all-suite accommodations and an array of added free benefits like a BTS card, tuk-tuk service, and local SIM card, 
Tenface is our recommended choice for travelers on a budget. A small lap pool and workout room round out the amenities. Some 
suites are outfitted with kitchenettes for long-stay guests, but we prefer to request one with a balcony. 
 
Hansar Bangkok 
With 94 suites starting at 635 sq. ft., the Hansar offers contemporary luxury in the heart of Bangkok. Urban and Edge suites featuring 
living green walls — in the base studio category, be sure to request a room with a view of the Royal Bangkok Sport Club. The hotel has 
an outdoor pool, and a large, well-equipped fitness room, and the 8-suite spa was called one of the top new spas of 2012 by Condé 
Nast Traveler. The Skytrain is just a 3-minute walk away. 
 
Babylon 
If all-gay lodgings are your desire, Babylon is the place, with more than 70 rooms, a lush tropical garden setting and large swimming 
pool in the midst of Bangkok, close to the gay scene. The lodgings are part of the popular Babylon sauna complex, giving the place a 
high sexual temperature, but the rooms are hotel-quality, not just resting cabins. It’s relatively inexpensive, and some visitors reserve a 
room here to host locals without taking them back (and registering them) at their primary hotel. 
 

http://www.klapsons.com
http://bangkok-riverside.anantara.com
http://www.sofitel-so-bangkok.com/en
http://www.comohotels.com/metropolitanbangkok
http://www.sukhothai.com/
http://www.kempinski.com/en/bangkok/siam-hotel/welcome/
http://www.tenfacebangkok.com/
http://www.hansarbangkok.com/
http://www.babylonbangkok.com/
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Le Meridien Patpong 
For gay clients who want nightlife within a few short blocks (places like DJ Station and go-go boy venues) no quality hotel location is 
better than Le Meridien. You’ll love both the hotel and the breakfast here.  
 
Tawana Bangkok Hotel 
When non-Thai visitors want to take guys back to their room, the front desk person keeps the visitor’s identity papers at the front desk, 
which is a standard policy at most hotels. For clients who may want to bring unregistered guests back to a hotel room, I suggest clients 
stay at one of the great hotels recommended by ManAboutWorld and use a room at the Tawana Bangkok Hotel or at Babylon for play. 
The Tawana is across the street from Le Meridien Patpong. 
 
Tawan Club 
If you’re looking for a go-go boy venue with muscular guys who are on the masculine side, this club and its neighboring bar are just a 
block from Le Meridien Patpong and always a great time.  
 
Novotel Suvarnabhumi Airport Hotel 
There is a route through the airport so you can walk indoors with AC from the terminal to the hotel or you may opt for the free shuttle, 
though it can take longer than the walk. It offers good restaurants, a nice outdoor pool and fitness facilities and a very friendly staff. It’s 
a great place if you’re in transit overnight. 
 
WHERE WE EAT 
 
Thailand in general is a paradise for foodies and all that tasty goodness is multiplied in Bangkok by an exploding number of interesting 
restaurant choices offering cuisine from around the world (often at prices mere mortals can afford) in addition to the delicious sidewalk food 
stands. Thailand has always lived by the mantras of locally sourced and farm/sea to table. 
 
Naj 
Naj is a three-story 19th-century house where you’ll be treated like Siamese royalty. This special occasion restaurant serves up traditional Thai 
cuisine with a background score of regional music and trickling fountains. Before you leave, you must see the former air raid shelter that’s 
been turned into a wine cellar. 
 
Bo.Lan 
Bo.Lan is trendy and stylish, darkwood lounge and patio scene with modern takes on traditional Thai cuisine. It’s a place to be seen and do 
some beautiful people-watching but the food is equally as glamorous; prepared by star chef David Thompson and using only the freshest local 
ingredients.  
 
Nahm 
Located at the swanky Metropolitan by COMO hotel, Nahm, by Australian-born chef David Thompson, has been named best restaurant in Asia 
by Restaurant Magazine. The simple design (bare wooden tables and raw brick pillars) belie the delicious complexity of the menu, updates of 
century-old cookbooks of former Thai matriarchs. You’ll enjoy this shining example of fine Thai cuisine if you can score reservations.  
 
Thanying 
Run by descendants of a former chef at the Royal Palace, Thanying serves genuine Royal Thai cuisine in an atmospheric yet unpretentious 
dining room. It’s a great place to eat the genuine (and delicious!) versions of the classic Thai dishes that have gained popularity internationally. 
It will ruin you for Thai food back home. 
 
Le Lys 
Le Lys is sexy, hidden down a tree-softened street and helmed by a debonair Frenchmen who serves drinks from behind the bar. It’s perfect 
for a date (unless there’s a soccer match, in which case, the vibe is more passionate and better suited for a table full of friends.) Fresh fish 
matched with Thai herbs are what you can expect from the creative menu.  
 
Sky Bar 
Sky Bar may be the best rooftop bar in the world — a bold statement but not an untrue one. Sky Bar on the 64th floor of the Lebua hotel is 
dramatic and the 300-degree view of Bangkok’s soft-twinkling lights is a must-see. There’s nightly live jazz (from 7pm-11:30pm) and cute 
hipster boys sipping cocktails curated by the city’s best libation artists.  
 
Vertigo and Moon Bar 
The views are simply dazzling from the 61st floor of Vertigo, a stylish and sophisticated rooftop open-air grill and bar. You can dine here or just 
grab a cocktail and enjoy the view. 
 
Eat Me 
This handsome dining room is where you’ll find the art crowd, where the drinks are the real star but the food isn’t too shabby. The space is 
dressed with votive candles and the waiters tend to be cute in a funky, hipster way. Great for a quiet, moody drink with friends.  

http://www.lemeridienbangkokpatpong.com
http://www.tawanabangkok.com
http://www.tawanbarbangkok.com
http://www.novotel.com/gb/hotel-6183-novotel-suvarnabhumi-airport/index.shtml
http://www.najcuisine.com
http://www.bolan.co.th/wordpress/?page_id=12
http://www.comohotels.com/metropolitanbangkok/dining/nahm
http://thanying.com
http://www.lelys.info
http://www.lebua.com/sky-bar
http://www.banyantree.com/en/bangkok/experience_the_resort/dining/vertigo_and_moon_bar
http://www.eatmerestaurant.com
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Tang Jai Yoo  
Tang Jai Yoo is a brightly lit noodle shop in the heart of Chinatown where locals go for the freshest seafood. We loved the crab and the 
sea bass with chile sauce; the suckling pig is the best non-seafood option on the menu. 
 
Khua Kling + Pak Sod  
It would be a shame to overlook this family-run gem but many do and once you get a look at its generic stripmall locale, you’ll 
understand why. But look past the prosaic facade to the ultra-spicy southern cuisine and you’ll be wowed. Order the yellow curry with 
fish and extinguish the fire with a local Singha beer. This is authentic Thai cuisine at its finest. 
 
Gaggan 
Gaggan Anand’s eponymously named restaurant has been heralded as one of Asia’s best. Anand grew up in India and specializes in 
creative haute versions of traditional street food, flavored with both Japanese and Western influences to create a very special menu. 
Save this for a special evening among friends. 
 
Namsaah Bottling Trust 
Namsaah is an old-fashioned word for soda in Thai, and this early 20th-century grand villa was once used as a bottling factory. Today, 
it’s one of Bangkok’s most beloved gastro bars, famous for whimsical cocktails and delicious Asian bar food. Grab a drink at the bar on 
the ground floor, then head to the first floor for a more formal dining experience. 
 
Park Society @ Sofitel So Hotel  
As far as rooms with a view go, The Park Society lounge and bar on the 29th floor of the Sofitel So is one of our favorites. The lounge’s 
stainless steel furnishings and infinity mirrors lend a cool, futuristic feel. You can sit inside and peer out through the floor-to-ceiling 
windows at the city below, but it’s more fun to sit outside, feel the warm breeze, and allow yourself to be dwarfed by skyscrapers. Park 
Society has a smart-casual dress code. 
 
WHERE WE PLAY/MEET 
 
For visitors, the most important concentration of gay nightlife is in the Silom area, namely around the Sala Daeng BTS and Silom MRT 
stations. Soi 4 is a good start for something lighter and a more mixed feeling. (Beware the entrances to the sois/alleys described here 
which are easy to miss. Get a detailed map of the area from your hotel concierge or download it to your phone when you have WiFi at 
the hotel.) Here you find the historic Telephone Bar which originally had telephones placed around the bar for patrons to call and flirt 
with each other; and the more polished Stranger Bar. People start gathering here for dinner or to grab a drink with friends by 10pm. 
Later, and for those wanting a more mostly gay-male environment, head to Soi 2, a small alley a short walk away filled with exclusively 
gay discos pumping out electronic and pop music. For those looking for the red light scene, running parallel to Silom Rd just to the 
north is Suriwong Road which has Soi Twilight. Here you will have your nipples pinched as you walk by bars full of rent boys and sex 
shows. But it is dark and can feel sketchy and sad. Our Bangkok correspondents and their friends never set foot there. 
 
In Soi 2, DJ Station is the most popular gay nightclub in Bangkok, attracting a wide range of Thais, foreign residents and visitors; it’s 
busy every night of the week and packed solid on weekends. Entrance fee of 200 baht includes two drinks. If you have more energy 
after DJ Station, head to G.O.D (“Guys On Display”), one of the best dance clubs in town. It’s on three floors though most patrons stay 
on the ground and second floors. The 300 baht entrance includes two drinks.  
 
Babylon Sauna 
For decades, Babylon has been known as the “most beautiful sauna in the world,” and who are we to argue — it is clean, modern and 
beautiful. It caters more to visitors than locals, and even if you’re not usually a gay sauna kind of guy, it’s worth checking this one out. Peak 
times to pop in are usually 7pm-10pm daily, later on weekends. 
 
Calypso 
For 25 years, Calypso has been putting on some of the best, most eccentric drag cabaret shows in town, with a large transgender 
troupe and a fun, raucous crowd. This is boozy, schmaltzy good fun the way only Bangkok can deliver it. 
 
Sing Sing Theater 
One of Bangkok’s hottest clubs, Sing Sing Theater is a fantastical bar-cum-club with an interior that pays homage to far Eastern 
aesthetics: wrought iron patterns, hanging lanterns, and dragon imagery, and girls dressed in Chinese Qipao. With an emphasis on 
cultural performances, this club/performance venue creates a trippy, ethereal atmosphere we fell hard for. Dress code is smart casual; 
no shorts.  
 

http://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g293916-d3648278-Reviews-Tang_Jai_Yoo-Bangkok.html
http://bk.asia-city.com/restaurants/bangkok-restaurant-reviews/khua-kling-pak-sod
http://eatatgaggan.com
http://www.namsaah.com
http://www.sofitel-so-bangkok.com/en/park-society.html
http://dj-station.com/
https://www.facebook.com/G.BANGKOK
http://www.babylonbangkok.com/en/facilities/facilities-sauna
http://www.calypsocabaret.com
https://www.facebook.com/SingSingTheater/
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WHAT WE SEE/DO 
 
Don’t just skip outta BKK to the north or south upon arrival. Bangkok and the surrounding area offer a wide variety of activities from 
cultural and culinary to shopping and sightseeing all of a vibrancy and energy to really engage your senses. Most visitors end up 
stopping in at many temples. Please note: Women should have their shoulders and legs covered before entering; men are OK to wear 
shorts as long as they reach the knee or lower. It’s also best to visit temples first thing in the morning and avoid the full heat of the 
afternoon.  
 
Grand Palace 
One of Thailand’s most popular attractions (for visitors and Thais alike), the Grand Palace is a complex of ornate buildings at the heart 
of Bangkok. Since 1782 this has been the official residence of the king and is still used for official events, though the present monarch 
(Rama IX) resides at Chitralada Palace. This is a good place to start your visit to Thailand to get a sense of the importance of the king to 
the country and people, and get a sense of Thailand’s beautiful architecture. See the sacred Emerald Buddha and the 150-foot 
Reclining Buddha in neighboring Wat Pho. At the gates grab a fresh coconut juice (still in its shell). The dress code is strict for both men 
and women, but there is a place at the palace you can rent a sarong or shirt to cover your shoulders and legs while visiting. 
 
Wat Arun (or Wat Chaeng)  
The Temple of Dawn stands majestically over the water on the west (Thonburi) bank of the Chao Phraya River. It is one of the most 
beautiful temples in Bangkok. It’s located almost directly opposite Wat Pho, so it is very easy to get to. From Sapphan Taksin boat 
pier you can take a riverboat that stops at pier 8. From here a small shuttle boat takes you from one side of the river to the other 
for only 3 baht. 
 
Floating Markets 
Once known as the Venice of Asia, Bangkok is crisscrossed with canals and the Thai people have been traveling around on them 
for a long time and using them to sell goods. The markets have become much more staged for tourists than back when we first 
visited when transactions occurred between boats; now it’s mostly between tourists and boats. Still the boats filled with tropical 
fruit, vegetables, fresh coconut and flowers make for colorful photos. To enjoy the atmosphere without haggling over prices, relax 
on a guided boat tour of Damnoen Saduak market. Floating markets include Taling Chan Market, Bang Ku Wiang Market, Tha Kha, 
and Damnoen Saduak. 
 
Jim Thompson House 
The Jim Thompson House is a museum in Bangkok named for the eponymous silk magnate who founded and funded it. It is a complex 
of various old Thai structures housing the collections of American businessman Jim Thompson who sourced art and artifacts from 
Thailand, Burma, Cambodia and Laos in the 1950s and ‘60s. 
 
Bangkok Art and Cultural Center  
Though often overshadowed by other major cities, there is an emerging contemporary art and street art scene. The BACC showcases 
some great examples.  
 
Museum of Contemporary Art  
A world-class, striking art gallery on five floors, MOCA houses the most comprehensive collection of modern painting and sculpture in 
Thailand. With over 800 pieces of art collected by communications magnate Boonchai Bencharongkul the museum showcases the 
development of Thai fine art since the introduction of modern western concepts. 
 
LEARN ABOUT THAI CUISINE, THEN MAKE SOME 
 
Have you ever wished you could make Thai food? Now’s your chance! Bangkok and Chiang Mai are the two primary areas offering 
cooking classes, schools and tours.  
 
Taste of Thailand Food Tours  
Your first nibble of Thai cuisine? Take a tour with gay-owned and operated Taste of Thailand and savor the meandering, aromatic 
backstreets of Thailand‘s capital in one afternoon. You’ll eat your way across Bangkok from street vendors to authentic royal cuisine, 
trying 15 different hand-picked specialties from sweet to savory to spicy at the area’s best street vendors, shophouses, and eateries.  
 

http://www.palaces.thai.net/day/index_gp.htm
http://www.watarun.net/
http://www.bangkok.com/shopping-market/floating-markets.htm
http://www.jimthompsonhouse.com/
http://www.bacc.or.th/
http://www.mocabangkok.com/
http://www.tasteofthailandfoodtours.org/
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Here are the best places in Bangkok to learn Thai cooking: 
 
 ● Sompong Thai Cooking School  
      Local school run by a lovely girl and her team – nice history of a restaurant turned cooking school. Classes outdoors  
  can be hot – Within walking distance from gay area of Bangkok 
 
 ● Mali Wan Cooking  
  A small school located near the backpackers’ district 
 
 ● Blue Elephant Cooking School  
  Royal thai cuisine, super modern and daughter of the owners  sometimes gives classes and she loves the gays; there  
  are a few gay teachers as well. It’s a couple of BTS stops from gay area of Bangkok. 
 
 ● Cooking With Poo  
  This is one of the top experiences, booked months in advance – proceeds help people in the poor areas; it’s located  
  near Sukhumvit area. 
 
 ● Silom Thai Cooking School  
  Run by a gay guy; funny and a bit catty at times, it’s walking distance from gay area of Bangkok. 
 
 ● Amita Thai Cooking Class  
  Take a boat ride through Bangkok’s hidden canals to this cooking class where you’ll make your own pad thai in the  
  school’s open kitchen.  
 
WHERE WE SHOP 
 
Chatuchak Weekend Market 
The extraordinary Chatuchak Weekend Market is one of the world’s largest, covering more than 27 acres, divided into 27 sections 
and featuring more than 15,000 booths selling goods from every part of Thailand. The market is one of our favorite stops to get a 
sense of the local culture and pick up nice gifts to bring back home.  
 
Amulet Market 
The Thais mix in a vibrant slew of non-Buddhist beliefs, like animism and superstition, to their version of Buddhism, so amulets are a 
big business. This atmospheric market near Grand Palace is the department store of amulet.  
 
Silom/Patpong Night Market  
You can find stalls selling knock-off Hello Kitty merchandise directly beside sex toys and fake Viagra stalls. The fact that it’s right 
around the main gay area is also a big plus. 
 
Asiatique Riverfront  
Asiatique combines two of the most popular shopping experiences in the city: a night bazaar and a mall with over 1,500 boutiques 
and 40 restaurants. A former international trading port, it’s located 10 minutes downriver from Saphan Taksin BTS station. Take the 
BTS to Saphan Taksin and jump on the free shuttle at the end of the pier. It only takes ten minutes, and the boat runs until 11pm. 
While you’re there check out the Calypso Cabaret, an elaborate ladyboy show with incredible sets and costumes.  
 
Siam Paragon 
This world-class shopping center is regarded as one of the country’s most luxurious, with more than 350 stores in a space that 
measures over 5,000,000 square feet. You’ll find the world’s top brands, such as Louis Vuitton, Hermes, Chanel, Prada, Cartier and 
Mikimoto, along with street favorites like H&M. The top floor boasts 16 cinemas. If you have time to check out a movie, it’s very cool: 
Theaters are luxurious and they play the king’s anthem, and everyone stands up. The Siam Paragon is located right at the BTS station, 
which is the interchange between two BTS lines.  
 
Platinum Mall 
This fashion-oriented mall offers stores with men’s clothing and accessories that are unique and make good gifts for for the guys in 
your life — or yourself - like sexy underwear for THB 100. It’s a 30-40 minute walk north of the Siam Paragon. 
 
Pratunam Market  
This is one of Bangkok’s major markets, and is Thailand’s largest clothing market. It’s the cheapest market for buying clothes and 
fabrics in central Bangkok and it covers a large area behind the Amari Watergate and Indra Regent hotels with two hotels inside it. It’s 
fun if you like haggling and picking up some inexpensive souvenirs, but could be skipped. 
 

http://www.sompongthaicookingschool.com/
http://www.maliwancooking.com/Pages/Default.aspx
http://www.blueelephant.com/cooking-school/
http://www.cookingwithpoo.com/
http://www.bangkokthaicooking.com/
http://amitathaicooking.com
http://www.chatuchak.org
https://plus.google.com/106341064995456106563/about?gl=us&hl=en
http://www.bangkok.com/shopping-market/patpong-night-market.htm
http://www.tourismthailand.org/Shopping/Asiatique-The-Riverfront--3636
http://www.siamparagon.co.th/v3/index2.html
http://www.platinumfashionmall.com/
http://www.bangkok.com/pratunam/pratunam-wholesale-market.htm
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Quirky Bangkok 
You thought ladies shooting ping pong balls from their nether parts was weird? Well, it is. But that’s just the tip of the quirky Bangkok 
iceberg. Here are a few other tidbits we’ve witnessed as reported by the media. 
 
 ● The Kratong Flying Chicken Restaurant 
 
 ● The woman who teaches breast slapping techniques to enlarge breasts 
 
 ● The bakery that sells items in the shape of body parts;  
 
 ● The Condoms and Cabbages Restaurant that fights for AIDS awareness and protection; and  
 
 ● The haunted shopping mall 
 
 
WHERE WE WORK OUT 
 
We canvassed our hunkiest Thai friends to curate their top picks for working out among other gay fitness enthusiasts. All offer day 
passes. Check website for rates. 
 
Fitness First @ Siam Paragon  
Located on the fourth floor of Siam Paragon Mall this is the flagship club for the Fitness First brand in Asia. This is a top-notch gym; it 
gets busiest after 5pm.  
 
Cascade Club at Ascott Bangkok 
Located on levels six and seven of the Ascott Sathorn, the Cascade is probably one of the best-equipped gyms in Asia and attracts 
many serious fitness buffs. The views of the city are beautiful. It’s not as busy as Fitness First.  
 
The Olympic Club at Pathumwan Princess Bangkok  
Sprawling over 97,000 square feet, the Olympic Club has it all including badminton and basketball courts and a 1,300-foot 
running track.  
 
Babylon Gym Bangkok 
You can always combine a workout and a little action by getting your fitness on at Babylon, the city’s most popular gay sauna. It’s 
smaller than these others but well-equipped.  
 
Hotel gyms 
You can usually use the fitness facility of hotels even when you’re not staying there. Call ahead but it’s usually 200-300 baht to use the 
gym, which often includes the pool area too, which can definitely be worth it in some nice spots.  
 
SKIP IT 
 
Patpong 
The famous heart of Bangkok’s sleazy red-light district is most well-known for the ping pong shows. This is where Thai women play 
ping pong, and we don’t mean with paddles. While this may be on the bucket list for some, the venues often try to extort exorbitant 
amounts of money before you leave, and often the women seem questionably young and unhappy.  
 
Dusit Zoo 
Bangkok’s main zoo is really depressing and you’ll feel awful for the animals. 

NEXT:  
THAILAND: CHIANG MAI

http://travel.cnn.com/bangkok/eat/flying-chicken-so-odd-its-good-237733
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2039764/Thai-breast-slapping-therapist-claims-hitting-boobs-makes-bigger.html
http://funfever.blogspot.ca/2008/01/scary-body-parts-bakery-in-thailand.html
http://www.cabbagesandcondoms.com
http://www.bangkok.com/shopping-mall/mansion7.htm
http://www.fitnessfirst.co.th/en-GB/clubs/platinum-siam-paragon/
http://www.cascadeclubandspa.com/
http://www.pprincess.com/facilities/health-and-lifestyle/the-olympic-club.html
http://www.babylonbangkok.com/
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Many visitors do a quick overnight in Bangkok and skip to Phuket or fly directly to one of Thailand’s southern sun-drenched 
destinations with international air service, bypassing Bangkok and the rest of the country altogether. Tsk, we say! Our correspondents 
have extolled the virtues of the kingdom’s frenetic but historically rich, and increasingly modern capital. A visit to Thailand should also 
include at least a few days in Chiang Mai and its surrounding area, located among teeming jungles and some of the highest mountains 
in the country. In a three-day visit, for example, you can explore the ancient city; spend a day with elephants the next; and either hike 
the countryside, find escape at a retreat, or indulge in a spa day. And if you like this taste of the north, be sure to head to Chiang Rai — 
authentic and off the beaten path — also covered in more detail in our guides. 
 
Almost everything is different here compared to central and southern Thailand: the climate tends to be wetter but also cooler in winter 
(the elevation); the landscapes are densely green and alive with the cacophonous patter of wild creatures, and punctuated by 
mysterious ruins; the population is more diverse with a kaleidoscope of hill tribesmen, Lao and Burmese; the cuisine is infused with 
exotic regional flavors; and the activities will get you off your derriere (and possibly onto that of a pachyderm). Not everything is 
different though. You can still count on a warm reception and those welcoming Thai smiles. You’ll also find a growing population of 
expats attracted to the more manageable, less expensive and architecturally beautiful capital city of Chiang Mai. Coffee shops, globally 
influenced restaurants and boutique hotels built in renovated turn-of-the-last-century Sino-Portuguese buildings are sprouting up all 
around town without yet diminishing the authenticity of Chiang Mai (that backpackers and the jet set alike have been chasing for 
decades) one iota. 
 
Chiang Mai has only been formally integrated into the kingdom of Thailand since 1932. Prior to that Chiang Mai (whose name means 
“new city,” which it was when founded in 1296!) was the cultural and religious center of the northern Tai then it fell under the auspices 
of Burma, whose influence on religion, language, architecture, cuisine and culture remain evident, then the Lanna people, before 
being absorbed into the Kingdom and becoming the administrative center of the north and your base for an exploration of this 
absorbing and addictive corner of the planet. 
 
Chiang Mai is going through a boom time with a population pushing 250,000 in the city and nearly 2 million in the province and 
experiencing some big-city problems like bad rush-hour traffic, overbuilding, pollution and flooding during rainy season (June-August). 
Still the core — Old City, an area surrounded by vestiges of ancient defensive walls and moats — retains the charms that made it a 
backpacker mecca decades ago and reflects the diversity that makes Chiang Mai an interesting, modern city with aspirations. It’s 
where you’ll base your exploration of the city anyway so ignore the gargantuan concrete highways, towering condominium buildings 
and giant superstores at the more recently built-up periphery. 
 
WHEN WE GO 
 
It’s hot and humid from March through October; however from November to March, it’s almost like another country, with cool southerly 
breezes and bright, cloudless sunny days (ideal for crystalline #nofilter social media photos). More so than in Bangkok and the beach 
resorts, Chiang Mai celebrates Thai and Lanna holidays in traditional forms, and they take their traditions very seriously. You’ll see that 
evidenced in the way they celebrate the two biggest annual events - Songkran and Loy Krathong/Yi Peng, which we recommend 
planning your trip around, if possible. 
 
Lantern Festival/Yi Peng  
NOVEMBER 
Celebrated throughout the kingdom, the Festival of Lights is marked by loy krathongs (lotus-shaped receptacles) released on water to 
bring luck and fulfill wishes. In Chiang Mai, the observation of the festival of lights, called Yi Peng, is uniquely different and remarkably 
beautiful. In addition to water lanterns, Chiang Mai locals andv visitors release thousand of lighted lanterns in the sky while making a 
wish. They may also write a wish onto the lantern before releasing it. The sky and river transform into a wonderful and surreal sea of 
little lanterns floating away in every direction. The spectacle is truly once-in-a-lifetime. 
 
Songkran  
APRIL 
Celebrating the country’s traditional New Year’s Eve, it’s also known as the Thailand Water Festival. In Chiang Mai, like Bangkok, 
revelers are armed with all manner of water delivery devices and proceed to douse one another with abandon. But there’s more that 
goes on in Chiang Mai, including the procession and bathing of Phra Buddha Sihing; local Lanna women riding a traditional Kang 
Chong (a Northern vehicle); building sand pagodas; local art and cultural shows; Lanna’s male and female beauty contests; splashing 
around in the moats of Chiang Mai; and enjoying delicious international foods along Urban Culture Street. 
 
GETTING FROM THE AIRPORT TO CHIANG MAI 
 
Chiang Mai International Airport is about 1 and a half miles and a 10-min. ride from the Old City. It has several banks for changing 
money and an information booth. Taxis from the airport are a flat 150 baht to town, a bit more for places outside of Chiang Mai proper. 
Buy a ticket from the taxi booth in the arrival hall, and then proceed to the taxi queue with your ticket. 
 

http://chiangmaibest.com/loy-krathong-yee-peng/
http://chiangmaibest.com/songkran/
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WHERE WE STAY 
 
You can base yourself in Chiang Mai which provides convenient access to the city itself of course, as well as gay venues, great 
restaurants, coffee shops, art galleries and shopping. Or you can find a resort outside Chiang Mai and spend a little more time enjoying 
the indulgences of the resort itself, which may be the better option if your goal is R&R and bonding with your honey. In either case you 
are in for a treat. Thailand’s splendid hotels offering legendary service are abundant in the kingdom’s northern reaches and prices are 
more affordable than in the more popular beach resorts or Bangkok during peak seasons. So throw down a few bucks and your luxury 
ROI will be quite rewarding. 
 
IN TOWN HOTELS 
 
137 Pillars House, Chiang Mai 
Luxe and high-design 137 Pillars House, though mainstream marketed, is run entirely by a top-shelf gay management staff who can 
personally tailor your honeymoon and arrange customized suggestions throughout the Northern region like Thai massage or cooking 
lessons, or an expedition down the Mae Ping River alongside which the resort rests. The property is sublime, an historic building dating 
to 1889, featuring 30 rooms and suites, with top honors going to the two best Louis Leonowens Pool Suites private pools. A room will 
cost you less than $300 a night, a superb value for this level of style and amenities within walking distance to the Night Bazaar and 
many museums. Parking is free. 
 
Rachamankha Hotel 
The personal project of interior designer (and owner) Rooj Changtrakul and his step-father Ong-ard Satrabhandu, himself an award-
winning Thai architect, the 24-unit boutique property is located in the heart of the ancient city and built around beautiful courtyards. 
The interior is simple white adorned with sumptuous raw silks, and the personal collection of Asian art and objets of the owners. 
Though small, it’s loaded with amenities: a massage pavilion, contemplative gardens, a small but nicely provisioned boutique and an 
inviting 60-foot tiled pool with day-beds. The two two-bedroom suites are spacious and have private access to the pool; great for two 
couples traveling together. Note: The hotel doesn’t allow children under 12. 
 
Anantara Chiang Mai Resort & Spa 
This sleek, stylish 84-room property fronts the river and offers one of the best seats in the house for the Loy Krathong/Yi Peng festival 
which takes place atop the river (floating lanterns) and overhead (airborne lanterns). It’s also located a few minutes walk from The 
Night Bazaar. The Deluxe Rooms in this hotel are a good choice and offer a king-size bed, a huge bathroom with tub and multi-jet rain 
shower and a balcony. The minimalist Anantara Spa offers a refuge after a busy day looking for bargains at the market. Opt for the 
four-hand Jade massage but specify male therapists, if you prefer, well ahead of time. The pool is stunning; 100 feet long, parallel and 
close to the river’s edge. 
 
DusitD2 Chiang Mai 
The brightly colored, modern DusitD2 has 130 very affordable and stylish rooms. (You can find rooms for $50 per night.) Part of a Thai 
chain of hotels this is a new brand concept for those who prefer an urban experience. It’s located near the Night Bazaar as well as 
restaurants, nightlife and cafes. The service is every bit as professional as you’ll find in more upscale hotels but it manages to also be 
fun, including their dress-down uniforms, including Converse All-Star kicks. For only about $120 (in season) splurge on a big Studio 
King with twice the living space of the standard rooms, and all the club benefits. The fitness center is decent and has a great view (it’s 
located on the top floor). The real stars are the bar (Mix) and restaurant (Moxie), hot spots which attract Chiang Mai locals as well as 
guests of the hotel. 
 
X2 Chiang Mai Villa 
The X2 brand’s luxury villa properties are right at the heart of Chiang Mai. North Gate, South Gate and Nimman Villas, five-, six- and 
seven-bedroom villas respectively, all offer up modern comforts and distinct design themes ranging from “modern retro” to 
contemporary chic. Each is ideal for larger groups of friends or multiple couples traveling together, and are located within easy 
commuting distance to the sights and attractions of Chiang Mai. 
 
RESORTS OUTSIDE CHIANG MAI 
 
Dhara Dhevi Chiang Mai 
About 15 minutes southeast of central Chiang Mai, formerly the Mandarin Oriental and now a privately run hotel, this miniature Thai 
kingdom with over 123 Lanna-style villas and suites sprawls over 60 acres. Your first act after marveling at the sheer beauty and jaw-
dropping attention to detail: reserve bikes so you can peddle around the beautiful grounds. Biking not for you? You can walk or call for 
a pick up by golf cart. In addition to the separate villas dotting the property and hotel/restaurant, there’s a Buddhist prayer house, an 
arts-and-crafts village, a Buddhist prayer house and a fitness center abutting the other pool: an organically shaped pond with an 
infinity edge overlooking a rice paddy and a golden Jacuzzi. We are not making this up! The place is fabulous. You could stay here your 
entire visit, take dance lessons or classes in northern Thai cuisine but wrench yourself away to, well, see Chiang Mai and the region. 

http://www.snhcollection.com/137pillarshouse/
http://www.rachamankha.com/
http://chiang-mai.anantara.com/
http://www.dusit.com/dusitd2/chiangmai/default-en.html
http://x2resorts.com/villas/chiang-mai/
http://www.dharadhevi.com/
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Four Seasons Resort, Chiang Mai 
Twenty minutes north of Chiang Mai proper, with a total of 98 separate accommodations (poolside villas, plus pavilions that look onto 
the hotel’s functioning rice paddies, the hotel’s two resident water buffalo, and the lush Mae Rim Valley), the Four Seasons serves up 
the impeccably high standards of service (professionally friendly) but in an environment that authentically celebrates the uniqueness 
and culture of the region. This is no cookie-cutter Four Seasons. The resort’s cooking school will keep you busy when the pool, spa 
and fitness center are not. The Pool Villas are swell: Outdoor dining rooms, a sizable private pool and views of the nearby mountains. 
 
WHERE WE EAT 
 
Northern-style Thai cooking is influenced by the nearby Burmese, Yunnanese, and Lao cuisines, so you can taste the region’s most 
famous dishes. Here you can try khao soi, spicy noodle soup; sai oua, the local style herbed sausages; and larb, a dish of minced pork 
and chicken, mint, onions and lime sauce, served with sticky rice. In fact, many northern Thai dishes are not served with steamed rice, 
but sticky or glutinous rice, khao niaow, which may accompany a meal, used in dessert served in a banana leaf or a small basket with a 
lid. Chili peppers are used less here than elsewhere in Thailand. Dinners or group lunches (as when you’re on an elephant trek) are 
served family style (khan toke) with guests seated around low tables. Guests use their hands to eat. Many restaurants that serve khan 
toke include a dance performance with the meal. 
 
Street food and markets 
Like Bangkok, Chiang Mai is endowed with excellent street food and markets, including the Anusarn Market (Sri Dornchai and Chang 
Klan roads) near the Night Bazaar and Sompet Market (northeast sector of the old city). You must try khao soi (Burmese curry and 
noodles). A place that locals like for this is FaHam on Charoenrat Road ( just over half a mile north of central Nawarat Bridge) on the 
eastern side of the Ping River. Anusarn Market on the corner of Sri Dornchai and Chang Klan roads near the Night Bazaar is a good 
place for authentic local food, though the seafood tends to be a bit pricey. Also try Somphet Market on the northeast corner of the old 
city for snacks, desserts and to rub elbows with locals and young backpackers.  
 
Colonial House at Anantara 
Formerly the British Consulate, this restaurant has an old-world feeling with a wide veranda overlooking meticulously groomed 
gardens. At dinner you’ll enjoy creative tapas and light bites and well-paired wines. Or visit on an afternoon for High Tea. 
 
Riverside Bar and Restaurant 
With a lovely setting along the Ping River, the restaurant offers views of Doi Suthep and the old city of Chiang Mai. The menu includes 
very good Western, Thai and vegetarian specialties (try the shrimp in Thai curry). You may also enjoy dinner on the restaurant’s boat 
trip for 70 baht extra; it’s a nice way to take in old temples and buildings along the river with your dinner. 
 
Kuaytiaw Tii Noi  
Located on Suthep Road this restaurant offers what many visitors (and Pinterest posters) swear is the best kuaytiaw reua (boat 
noodles). Order one each of beef and pork or the phiset (special), which will get you a larger bowl.  
 
Aroon Restaurant  
This typical Thai-style open-air restaurant offers a wide variety of curries along with the expected soup, noodle and rice dishes. Try the 
northern Thai sausage, inexpensive and tasty, popular with backpackers and local Thais. 
 
Mike’s Original Burger  
If over indulged in khao soi and just want a little taste of home (with an exotic twist), this joint serves hot dogs, burgers, and fries in an 
open-air 1950s American hot dog stand. 
 
Akha Ama Coffee 
Thailand is not known for its coffee but this spot distributes delicious coffee produced by the Akha people who live in northern 
Thailand. You can get lattes and other modern coffee drinks. 
 
Ristr8to Latte Art Café 
Here you can spend a little time and relax after a full day of touring the old city. Ristr8to offers all sorts of coffee beverages in a hip 
atmosphere including an outdoor rooftop terrace. 
 
WHERE WE PLAY/MEET 
 
While it’s nowhere as extensive as in Bangkok, the nightlife in Chiang Mai is colorful and includes bars, restaurants, dance clubs, go-go 
bars and karaoke with venues catering to locals, expats and visitors. Many bars in town offer shows which get going after 10pm, 
sometimes with hot and talented dancers though it can be hit or miss depending on which dancers perform. The Chang Phuak area in 
the northwest part of the city is the area of Chiang Mai where many gay businesses and bars are located including gay go-go and 
karaoke bars. It is also where nearly all the gay accommodations in Chiang Mai are located and is close to the Nimmanhaeminda Road 
area where the big nightclubs are. 

http://www.fourseasons.com/chiangmai/
http://chiang-mai.anantara.com/dining.aspx
http://www.theriversidechiangmai.com
https://www.google.com/maps/place/18%C2%B047'23.0%22N+98%C2%B057'56.6%22E/@18.7897318,98.9657185,15z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m7!1m4!3m3!1s0x0:0x0!2zMTjCsDQ3JzIzLjAiTiA5OMKwNTcnNTYuNiJF!3b1!3m1!1s0x0:0x0
http://www.chiangmailocator.com/chiang-mai-restaurants-4713:aroon-rai-restaurant
https://plus.google.com/112101197754090959785/about?gl=us&hl=en
http://www.akhaama.com/
http://www.ristr8to-coffee-chiangmai.com/
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Ram Bar 
This is a friendly spot to socialize and meet expats and local Thais. 
 
Radchada Café and Bar 
This café serves coffee and café food (pizza, pasta) and has a full bar. It’s set in a mansion amidst a lush tropical garden in Santitham. 
 
SoHo Bar and Guesthouse 
This small bar is popular, especially with older expats. It offers a smart casual atmosphere. 
 
House of Male 
This is a little out of the way and mostly attracts local Thais but it features a nice little sauna with a pool and fitness facility. 
 
More information 
These following resources provide (more or less) regularly updated information on the gay scene, which, like in many cities, can 
change quite often: 
 
 ● Gay in Chiang Mai  
 
 ● Thaipuan  
 
WHAT WE SEE/DO 
 
Explore the old city and many wats in and near Chiang Mai; spend a day with elephants; trek around the countryside; find escape at a 
retreat; meet a monk; learn to cook Thai; indulge in a spa day; and soak up some history. If you are into shopping, Chiang Mai has one 
of the most exciting nighttime bazaars in all of Thailand. This is where you want to go to get great deals on silk and traditional 
handmade crafts. 
 
Ride, Coddle and Scrub an Elephant 
By far the most popular tourist activity in Chiang Mai is to ride an elephant into the jungle. These tame beasts are so tall that you will 
be able to see for miles and the beasts are so tame that you will always feel secure. There is some controversy around this practice 
with respect to domesticating these majestic animals for the use of humans versus allowing them to remain in the wild. The problem is 
that their wild habitats are shrinking rapidly and elephant poaching is on the rise. We used the services of the Patara Elephant Farm, 
which is Thai-owned and managed and focused on the health care and breeding management of healthy elephants. You’ll learn about 
elephants and get to ride them through the jungle and actually scrub and bathe them (see the cover of our past issue) and they just 
love it. It’s adorable and kind of scary at the same time. But you get the sense the elephants are smarter than you. It’s those expressive 
eyes and wiggly trunks. 
 
Look, I made Pad Thai! 
If you love Thai food, consider taking a cooking class in Chiang Mai. They come at all price points from the schools at Dhara Devi and 
the Four Seasons to more affordable options including Chiang Mai Thai Cookery School, the oldest establishment of its kind in Chiang 
Mai, with one- to 5-day courses. Cooking at Home, offers a half- or full-day class in a sleek outdoor setting that also includes a trip to 
the village to learn how to source ingredients. Baan Thai Cookery School is known to be one of the best in the area where you can 
choose a full day making six meals or half day making four. It’s inexpensive: The total for a full day is around $30 but includes all 
ingredients and a recipe book once the afternoon of cooking (and eating) is over. A lot of Thai Home cooking class covers the basics 
with an amazing teacher named Yui, who’s fluent in English. 
 
Wats That? 
The Chiang Mai region has more than 700 wats (temples), the largest concentration outside of Bangkok, and the city itself boasts over 
300 hundred. Many are congregated in the inner city – red wood and gilded or mirrored in glass mosaics. Wat Chedi Luang is the 
most prominent and Wat Phan Tao may be the most underrated. Both are worth checking out. Wat Phra Sing is an architectural marvel 
and a major royal temple. Adorned in gold and decorated with elaborate reliefs and nagas (serpents). Here’s a list of the top wats to 
see in the city. Outside of Chiang Mai, Wiang Kum Kham is a set of ruins from a lively city that was washed out in a flood 700 years 
ago. The jewel of Chiang Mai, Wat Phra That Doi Suthep glistens in the sun on the slopes of the mountain, known as Doi Suthep. One 
of four royal wats in the north, at an elevation of over 4,000 feet, it occupies an extraordinary site with a cool refreshing climate, 
expansive views over the city, and the mountain’s idyllic forests, waterfalls, and flowers. 
 
Monk Chat 
Every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, from 5 to 7pm, they welcome foreign visitors for “monk chat,” a classroom venue of small, 
informal discussion groups where visitors and monks come to connect, share culture, and learn about Buddhism from novices, eager 
to explain and, of course, practice their English. The more senior monks can give you some insights into Buddhist practice and 
monastic life. 
 

http://www.rambarchiangmai.com/
http://www.radchada-cafe.com
http://sohochiangmai.com/
http://www.houseofmale.com/e_index.html
http://www.gayinchiangmai.com/News/chiang-mai-gay/bars-pubs-restaurant-cafe/
http://www.thaipuan.com/chiang-mai-gay-scene
http://www.pataraelephantfarm.com/
http://www.thaicookeryschool.com/
http://www.cookingathome-chiangmai.com/
http://www.cookinthai.com/
http://www.alotofthai.com/
http://www.visitchiangmai.com.au/temples.html
http://www.visitchiangmai.com.au/temples.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiang_Kum_Kam
http://www.monkchat.net
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Doi Inthanon National Park  
At over a mile and a half above sea level, this is Thailand’s highest peak. The national park surrounding the peak offers hiking trails, 
waterfalls and two monumental stupas erected in honor of the king and queen. It is a popular day trip from Chiang Mai for tourists and 
locals, especially during the New Year’s holiday when locals can see something rarely experienced: frost. 
 
WHERE WE SHOP 
 
If you plan to shop in Thailand, the place to do it is Chiang Mai. Quality craft pieces and handmade, traditional items still sell for 
very little, and you’ll find lots of fine antiques and high-end goods abound in and around the city. Thailand melds a smorgasbord of 
influences from Chinese and Indian to Burmese and Lao in their tradition of handicrafts, combined with local materials and 
technology. So look out for objects and goods in hardwoods, precious metals and stones, fabrics, bamboo and clay. 
 
Marketing 101 
For most visitors the Night Bazaar is the city’s key attraction. You can spend hours and hours meandering amid the touts and 
hagglers for all manner of things. It’s located on Chang Klan Road, between Thapae and Loy Kroh roads (6pm-11pm). The Anusarn 
Night Market, on Charoen Prathet Road, south of Suriwongse Road, features hill-tribe goods in traditional styles. The Warowot 
Market, on Chang Moi and Wichayanon roads (7am-4pm) is Chiang Mai’s largest and offers perishable items (food, fruits) on the 
ground level and mostly cheap goods upstairs though you may find some good hill-tribe goods. The Sunday Walking Street takes 
place along Ratchadamnoen Road (between Tha Pae Gate and Wat Phra Singh, in the Old City) every Sunday 5pm-midnight. It gets 
packed but you can pick up some fantastic items. 
 
WHERE WE WORK OUT 
 
All the hotels we recommend feature a fitness center but why not get out there and hike, walk, ride an elephant or arrange for a 
bike tour through your hotel? 
 
SKIP IT 
 
Spending time with elephants can be truly life changing but be sure to study up on the company you use; some are truly exploitive. We 
highly recommend Patara Elephant Farm (above.)

NEXT:  
THAILAND: CHIANG RAI

http://www.dnp.go.th/parkreserve/asp/style1/default.asp?npid=1&lg=2
http://www.dnp.go.th/parkreserve/asp/style1/default.asp?npid=1&lg=2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiang_Mai_Night_Bazaar
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If you enjoyed the more tranquil aspects of Chiang Mai (the wats, the history, the natural beauty), you’ll love Chiang Rai. It’s 
less populated and quieter than Chiang Mai though there’s not much of a gay life (best to check online apps; PlanetRomeo.com 
is popular) but it is a region of extraordinary natural beauty to be enjoyed without the hordes that you sometimes encounter 
in peak season in Chiang Mai. Chiang Rai province is where you come to visit remote hill tribes, get up close with wild animals 
(safely with a tour guide), and get a sense of the history and importance of the Golden Triangle the one-time center of the 
world’s opium trade and the spot where Burma, Laos and Thailand meet. It has been continuously populated since the the 7th 
century and became the capital of the Lanna Kingdom in the mid-1200s. Once the capital moved to Chiang Mai, the city and 
province became a sleepy backwater — to the benefit of tourists who now get to glimpse backwards to a time that is vanishing 
elsewhere in Thailand. You can still find extended family clans living together in bamboo houses. It’s easy to get there: There 
are several overland routes, and the quickest drive is about three hours. Or you can take a short flight from Chiang Mai. 

Bursting with natural attractions, history and ruins, Chiang Rai rewards visitors with magnificent mountain scenery, lost-in-time 
villages, Buddhist shrines and trekking nirvana. Hike among hill tribes who still lead traditional lifestyles and not just for the 
benefit of tourists. The city of Chiang Rai is pretty sleepy, but the Night Bazaar on Thansai Rd., is a real slice-of-Thai-life and a 
good place to sample local food and entertainment. Phallic worshippers may wish to visit Wat Phra That Doi Chom Thong with its 
many phallic totems. And Wat Klang Wiang is a postcard northern-style temple come to life. Wat Rong Khun or the White Temple 
is an unconventional, modern temple — all in white, natch — that’s very popular with visitors.

The city makes for a convenient base to explore nearby attractions. Drive up into the mountains to the tea plantations of Mae 
Salong, near which you’ll see farms clinging to steep mountainsides and the beautiful faces and traditional costumes of hill 
tribe people (Hmong, Ahka, Mien and Lisu among others). Also up in the mountains is the royal project, Doi Tung, dedicated to the 
eradication of opium, along with a museum, Botanical Garden and Hall of Opium detailing the history of poppy cultivation. At 
the summit you’ll find the magnificent Wat Phra That Doi Tung, with Buddhist relics and view of the Thai/Myanmar border. In 
this case it’s true that it’s not only about the destination but the journey, too. The drive from Chiang Rai to the temple is a feast 
for the eyes with spectacular panoramic views overlooking Laos and Myanmar. In the town of Mae Sai tourists may cross into 
Myanmar to shop in the exotic markets trading in goods from China and Burma. (U.S. travelers must have the appropriate visa.)  

One of the biggest draws for Thai and foreign tourists alike is really just the easy access to the outdoors from within the small 
city of Chiang Mai itself. It’s a great place to ride a bicycle from your hotel into the countryside, as traffic is still relatively light 
and slow. Just over a mile or so from the city center, anything urban rapidly disappears, and you’re quickly surrounded by rice 
fields and water buffalo strutting their stuff. You can even catch a riverboat on the Mae Kok River, which runs through the city, to 
nearby elephant camps and trekking areas, enabling you to easily avoid having to commute solely by car. There’s little time lost 
contending with traffic or commuting to and from the city here, and it’s our favorite place for truly getting a sense of Thailand’s 
northern communities and life. 
 
EVENTS & FESTIVALS

In addition to Songkran and Loy Kratong there are several other festivals celebrated in Chiang Rai that will make your visit even 
more special, as well as colorful and aromatic, including the Asian Flower Fair and Lychee Fair. Check the province’s visitors 
site for major events and festivals worth planning a trip around. 
 
WHERE WE STAY

You can stay in Chiang Rai town or at one of several small, family-run independent hotels, a list of which you can find here. But 
it’s also home to two deluxe resorts out in the jungle and hills that make for a magical experience. If you’re coming to Chiang 
Mai to experience remoteness, we recommend you choose one of these. 

Four Seasons Tented Camp Golden Triangle  
Our top recommendation is the Four Seasons, tucked away in the jungle. You’ll be picked up at the airport in a luxury, air-
conditioned vehicle and relax for the hour-long drive to the property where you’ll then be taken by longtail boat to the gorgeous 
tented camp and welcomed with Champagne. Accommodations here are part of an all-inclusive package designed for active 
adults and teens. The package includes round-trip airport transfer, meals, house wines and spirits, elephant trekking and a spa 
treatment.

Anantara Golden Triangle Elephant Camp & Resort 
Located in a lush jungle with gorgeous views of Myanmar and Laos, this hilltop resort offers all-inclusive adventures, including 
fine-dining and vigorous to mild daily activities and the opportunity to interact with elephants. The land is unspoiled and natural 
and the resort is super modern and sleek, which creates a startling but aesthetically beautiful contrast. The rooms are spacious 
and the bathrooms sprawling, and come complete with bathtubs for two. The fitness center includes squash and tennis courts 
and a swimming pool.

http://planetromeo.com
http://www.bangkokpost.com/travel/sightseeing/20466/night-market-chiang-rai
http://na.tourismthailand.org/See-and-Do/Sights-and-Attractions-Detail/Wat-Phra-That-Chomthong--4388
http://thailandforvisitors.com/north/chiangrai/klangwiang/
http://na.tourismthailand.org/See-and-Do/Sights-and-Attractions-Detail/Wat-Rong-Khun--189
http://na.tourismthailand.org/See-and-Do/Sights-and-Attractions-Detail/Doi-Mae-Salong--195
http://na.tourismthailand.org/See-and-Do/Sights-and-Attractions-Detail/Doi-Mae-Salong--195
http://www.doitung.org/
http://www.tourismthailand.org/Attraction/Phra-That-Doi-Tung--4406
http://travel.state.gov/content/passports/english/country/burma.html
http://www.chiangraiprovince.org/category/where-and-when/events-festivals
http://www.chiangraiprovince.org/category/where-and-when/events-festivals
http://na.tourismthailand.org/Where-to-Go/Chiang-Rai/Accommodation
http://www.fourseasons.com/goldentriangle/
http://goldentriangle.anantara.com/
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Perhaps more than any other attribute, it is Thailand’s stunning coastline and islands that have made the country so popular 
with visitors from around the world. In the last century, lucky travelers armed only with scant directions from a Lonely Planet 
guidebook or a whispered tip from a fellow backpacker discovered secluded tropical beaches too beautiful to be believed. 
Underwater, Thailand is a scuba and snorkeling paradise, with many accessible and extraordinary dive sites. 

The beaches are still beautiful, but now in the age of the internet, they’re no longer undiscovered or isolated. Our friend Pegi 
Vail’s film Gringo Trails  documents the transformation of Koh Pha Ngan from secluded paradise to host of the raucus Full Moon 
parties. It’s a changing world all over, not just here in Thailand, and fortunately, the Thai government and tourism industry are 
working hard to protect the beauty here, and there is still much beauty to be discovered on Thailand’s sandy shores. Lots of 
hotels and resorts offer day trips to uninhabited beaches, but these are often filled with other tourists who have also arrived 
by long-tail boat. If you’re willing to go camping, you can still sleep on nearly deserted beaches in the National Parks like Mu 
Koh Lanta. For the rest of us, there are nice to fabulous resorts offering varying degrees of isolation. The further you get from the 
airport, the less crowded the beaches will be. TIP: “Koh” or “Ko” is Thai for “island” — you’ll see it as a prefix to all island names 
spelled both ways.

Thailand’s beaches are located on two primary bodies of water: the Andaman Sea to the west of Thailand and the Gulf of Thailand 
to the east. Choosing between them is mostly a question of when the rains fall — for the best weather, avoid the Gulf of Thailand 
resorts like Koh Samui from September through December, and avoid Andaman Sea resorts like Phuket and Krabi from April 
through October. If you do travel in the rainy season, expect deep discounts and typical tropical rain patterns: hard rain for an hour 
or two, followed by sun. For diving and snorkeling, it’s a little more disruptive — the rain and runoff often create longer-lasting 
suboptimal conditions.

Beyond the season, choosing an island and resort is mostly a question of style and budget. Thailand is home to some of the world’s 
most spectacular and iconic beach resorts, entirely worth the splurge — and about 20-50% less expensive than comparable resorts 
in the Caribbean or Hawaii. Here are our recommendations for the well-known Phuket, with its gay beach and nightlife, plus 6 less-
well-known beach destinations for those seeking a more remote escape.

NEXT:  
THAILAND: PHUKET

http://gringotrails.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ko_Pha_Ngan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Long-tail_boat
http://www.dnp.go.th/parkreserve/asp/style1/default.asp?npid=49&lg=2
http://www.dnp.go.th/parkreserve/asp/style1/default.asp?npid=49&lg=2
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Phuket is a very large island, whose reputation has been tarnished by its trashiest tourist destinations, like Patong, which is 
filled with chain hotels, cheap hotels, sex shows and girlie bars. Still, there are amazing resorts here and Phuket’s international 
airport allows for easy (albeit very long) international flights from major hubs, and vice-ridden Patong is not without its virtues — 
and it’s the only place in the area that you’ll find gay nightlife. If you have the time, resources and resolve to travel to some of 
the nearby islands, you will be rewarded with fewer tourists and more unspoiled scenery. 

When first introduced to the travel world, Phuket was an unheralded hippy paradise with $5/night beach bungalows and $1 
all-you-can-eat fresh-caught fish every night and the evening’s highlight: toasting the sunset with 50-cent, 20-oz Singha beers. 
This was just before jumbo jets started depositing planes full of Japanese tourists and the advent of hotels with more than one 
star. Today, you’ll have to look much farther afield for that experience. Still development has been mostly kind to the island and 
its people. Visible poverty is way down and the island is clean, well-organized (except inevitable traffic during peak times) and 
punctuated by 5-star luxury properties with a host of amenities and vertiginous prices in high season. This island is the right 
choice for couples or groups seeking a luxe, pampering hotel and dining experience along with the availability of gay nightlife, 
adventure and even culture. 

WHERE WE STAY 

Phuket accommodations define luxury. At the height of tourist season you’ll pay dearly for the best hotels. Shrewd planners 
(shoulder season, mid-week stays during a longer trip to Thailand) are rewarded with lower prices for an extraordinary level of 
pampering. The island is 38 miles north-south and 13 miles east-west. But with traffic during peak times it’s not as easy to get 
around as the map may indicate so plan accordingly. The airport is located in the northwest of the island. The vast majority of 
hotels are clustered along the west coast — some north of the airport, most south — with a large number of those centered along 
party-central Patong. Kamala Bay is breathtaking and not too far from gay action in Patong (though a tad far from Phuket Town and 
water activities along the east coast). Even with this proximity a taxi can cost $30 US each way to Patong so you have to factor that 
into your budget or stay a couple of nights in Patong to enjoy the gay nightlife. Up until 2004, luxury options were mostly at the 
beach with the hills and mountains undeveloped. That all changed with that year’s tsunami, and most of the top choices now are 
located at a safe elevation.

Phuket Kamala Paresa  
Set high above the sparkling Andaman Sea in Kamala Bay this paradise quite literally opens the gates of heaven to all new 
visitors in a dramatic flourish that could be cheesy except that your breath is taken away as the entry doors swing open to 
reveal a scene of pure beauty: a verdant grass terrace and views stretching to blue infinity softened with puffs of brilliant white 
clouds. Instagram, stat! Like the views and the accommodations, the service is impeccable and the management team (proud 
members of IGLTA) has gone out of its way to encourage LGBT guests to choose Paresa for their vacations and, increasingly, 
their nuptial celebrations. 

Trisara
If budget is not an issue, gorgeous, beachfront 54-unit Trisara is nestled in a private, forested cove on Phuket island’s north-
west coastline just 15 minutes south of the airport. Picture yourself in this protected, private reserve — just you and your honey 
in a secluded villa with its own private pool (all suites and villas have a private pool and ocean views); or bring your posse and 
reserve one of the two- to six-bedroom units. Trisara attracts the international jetset who hop in a helicopter to sightsee in other 
parts of the island. The spa is truly glorious — in design and service. Try the six-handed pampering “Royal Trisara” massage but 
be sure to request male massage therapists well ahead of time so you can be accommodated. Sporty gay types can play tennis, 
jet ski, kayak, dive, or for a real treat, charter one of Trisara’s yachts for a romantic cruise.

Sala Phuket  
In Phuket’s northwest, this resort has 79 airy, modernist loft-style rooms — most with private swimming pools. Second-story 
balcony rooms lack private pools but are priced more affordably. Don’t worry: Sala has other pool options. Indulge your inner 
sluggard and lounge on the full-size outdoor daybeds and catch up on podcasts, Vanity Fair or just drink in the picturesque 
views. Get the blood pumping (or have your body pampered) in the large spa and fitness center. The poolside restaurant is a 
treat; we especially like the rooftop table for the ocean view and privacy, just be sure to reserve in advance.

Andara Resort and Villas  
The 63-unit Andara is a class act with the feel of an extraordinarily beautifully designed gated community. Located on a hillside 
overlooking the beautiful Kamala Beach on the island’s western side, the property consists of a collection of modern Thai 
villas and lodges sprawling across a beautifully landscaped and lush estate. You’ll find the suites in the lodges (one to four 
bedrooms — a good choice if you’re traveling in a group); most have private pools. The more expensive villas, if your budget 
supports that choice, are an even better choice for groups since they’re served by butlers and private chefs. The full-service spa 
is spectacular as is the very well-equipped gym. It’s a little farther from the gay life of Patong than Paresa but maybe you can 
spend a couple of nights at the Nap or Flora (below) to enjoy proximity to gay life.

http://www.paresaresorts.com/default-en.html
http://trisara.com/
http://www.salaresorts.com/phuket/default-en.html
http://www.andaraphuket.com/default-en.html
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Amanpuri - Pansea Beach  
Amanpuri is your chance at once-in-a-lifetime pampering and style for under a grand — an almost impossible notion anywhere else 
in the world. The hotel overlooks the Andaman Sea and is less than 15 miles from Sirinat National Park, making it the best hotel 
in town for those looking to escape the touristy crowds of Phuket and find the remote beaches hidden inside the national parks. 
You’re also just a few miles from the popular Kamala Beach. The hotel itself is pure luxury and class, with just 30 large pavilions 
loaded with amenities: terraces and open-air lounge areas, free Wi-Fi, flat-screen TVs and minibars. The resort has beach access, 
an infinity pool and four dining options, including an Italian restaurant. 

Banyan Tree Phuket  
The best beach in Phuket is the stretch belonging to Banyan Tree, bordered by the Andaman Sea. It’s the most tropical getaway 
in Phuket, with award-winning fine dining and spa services. The rooms are tastefully furnished with Thai art and fine woodwork, 
and the buffets are well worth the extra cost. Unlike the Banyan Tree in Koh Samui, this location is a bit more affordable, coming 
in at less than $400 a night; a wonderful value for exclusive, pristine beach access and pampering.

The Shore @ Katathani Resort  
The only luxury, adults-only, beachfront pool resort in Phuket. This property is one of our favorites, with private pool villas located just 
20 minutes from Patong. You’ll be close to the action without the feeling of being in the centre of the buzzing party scene. 

PATONG BEACH, PHUKET 

It gets a bad rap but there is some charm to Patong. We like how well-organized the international beach is with each section 
demarcated by a flag so the U.S., Dutch, Spanish, British and French know where their countrymen are lounging (to join, or 
avoid them!). There’s even a rainbow flag where LGBT sunseekers go. There are plenty of activities and dining options and 
this is one spot on Phuket where that cute guy on Grindr is less than 20 harrowing, traffic-clogged miles away. We visited two 
excellent properties during our last visit.

The Nap Patong
Most of the resorts we recommend are in the five star (and above, really) category. This is a very decent, solid four-star option with 
excellent service, a nice little bar and decent restaurant. There’s a large pool where you can get in some laps, and even a well-
equipped gym. The style is modern minimalist; lots of clean lines and white with splashes of color. It’s within easy walking distance 
to both the gay beach and the gay bars. Maps are available at the front desk. A single traveler would enjoy this as well as the rate 
which is a lot less than the fancy, more remote resorts.

La Flora Patong
This handsome, contemporary hotel is located right on the beach along the busy main beach road in the Patong area hidden 
behind a lush wall of trees. Once you walk through the entrance to the resort you don’t feel like you’re in this party-hearty 
capital of hedonism and you could, in fact, have a lovely quiet stay at the resort but the reason to stay here is to enjoy Patong 
and have an oasis to escape to before or after your booze-fueled shenanigans. There’s an excellent restaurant on premises 
with awesome views of the beaches and bays.Though pricier than the Nap, this is another one that’d be a good choice for solo 
travelers.

Le Meridien Patpong  
For gay travelers who want nightlife within a few short blocks (places like DJ Station and go-go boy venues), no quality hotel 
location is better than Le Meridien. You’ll love both the hotel and the breakfast here. 

GAY-OWNED

There is a range of gay and gay-popular but “straight-friendly” lodging options that are gay-owned/managed in Patong and 
Phuket in several categories from basic to luxury. 

BYDLoft Boutique Hotel & Serviced Apartments  
This gay-owned and gay-run property is popular with families and LGBT visitors thanks to its large rooms and suites, kitchenettes 
and rooftop pool; but it’s also a stylishly modern yet inexpensive choice if you’re traveling with a group of friends or want to stay for 
a longer period with different types of discounts offered for early booking, last-minute booking and more all offered on the website. 
BYDLoft is located in Patong within walking distance of the beach, gay area and shopping. Choose a room on an upper floor in the 
main building which is quieter and also where you’ll find the restaurant and rooftop pool.

Backstage Inn
The 14-unit Backstage Inn in Patong is proudly gay-owned and straight-friendly and very supportive of the local gay community 
and other local gay businesses. The rooms are large, the breakfasts delicious and the rates are really good. The rooftop terrace 
offers expansive views and is an especially good place to grab a cocktail and enjoy the sunset. The owner and staff bend over 

https://www.aman.com/resorts/amanpuri
http://www.banyantree.com/en/ap-thailand-phuket-resort
http://www.theshore.katathani.com
http://www.thenappatong.com/
http://www.laflorapatong.com/
http://www.lemeridienbangkokpatpong.com
http://bydlofts.com/
http://www.backstageinn.org/
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backwards to accommodate guests’ needs. It’s worth popping into the hotel even if you’re staying elsewhere to download great 
information from the friendly owner Rob on the local gay community and scene. In conjunction with Phuket Gay Homestay, 
Backstage also hosts a weekly gay BBQ and pool party every Saturday night 6pm-10pm serving Thai and Swedish food in Kathu 
which is about four miles inland from Patong beach. Their website offers information, including the admission cost and details 
about transportation. 

Phuket Gay Homestay  
The gay-owned five-room Phuket Gay Homestay is located in a quiet, secluded neighborhood in Kathu in the mountains of 
Neramit Hill, about 15 minutes by car east of the beaches and Patong or Phuket Town and features a pool, a great tasting 
breakfast, and an incredibly friendly owner, Ulf. There are plenty of restaurants within walking distance. You can also rent 
motorcycles for a low price nearby which makes it easy to get around. On Saturdays the Homestay hosts a popular pool party 
where a lot of the Phuket gay community and visitors attend in cooperation with Backstage Inn (above).

CC’s Hideaway Hotel
Located up a (good) hill in Karon, about seven miles south of Patong, gay-owned and managed CC’s Hideaway is a 42-room 
luxury full-service hotel that also provides access to three of Phuket’s nicest beaches: Kata Noi, Kata and Karon. The views are 
really lovely and the rooms and hotel are hip and cool. You can get to Patong but you’ll have to rely on tuk tuks or a taxi. With 
yoga offered on the terrace, their modern Thai-Western “Refuge” restaurant and “Sanctuary Bar” built to offer cocktails with 
stunning sunset views, this property is best for those seeking a retreat from the hubbub of Patong.

Club OneSeven BB & Inn
Not the most luxurious hotel but a popular choice for gay and lesbian budget travelers with super friendly, attentive service 
with a five-star attitude. (Who doesn’t love an artfully arranged towel-elephant on their bed at turndown?) There’s a restaurant/
bar that serves good food and strong drinks and worth popping in to meet other gay travelers even if you stay elsewhere. It’s 
located on a main street on the way south towards Karon and Kata beaches.

WHERE WE PLAY/MEET

During a trip to Phuket, your only opportunity to meet other guys is in Patong; so if you stay at one of our two recommended 
options there, you’ll cross paths with guys from all over the world but mostly Australia and Europe in the small gay bar area or 
at the gay beach. Conveniently most of the gay bars are clustered on soi Paradise also known as Paradise Complex, an alleyway 
with a number of bars and clubs and even a sauna within walking distance to the beach and the two hotels where we stay. The 
Paradise Complex gets busy around 10pm, although things really start to kick around 11pm when the drag-show bars compete 
for customers by putting on 5-10-minute performances on the street in front of the venues. Since the venues are literally feet 
apart and the performances are sometimes simultaneous, things can get quite cacophonous. You’ll even see some of the same 
performers at different bars. 

Many of the bars share ownership. It all sounds a bit confusing but you simply walk down the street and choose one that suits 
you. My Way is popular and is currently the biggest gay bar in Phuket, but honestly it’s really like an open-air souk of gay bar 
stalls, one very similar to the next. They all face the street and it’s amusing to see the occasional straight couple bumble down 
the street, the handsome young man confused, the pretty/startled young woman clutching her fellow’s arm with both hands.

The Boat Bar
The owner here is one of the very well respected gay business owners on the island and a ManAboutWorld friend. You cannot 
complete your trip without visiting this bar. 

Gay Beach
It’s easy to find. Just go to the main beach road (Thawewong Road) and walk toward the beach on the path just to the left of the 
Phuket Immigration Office. You’ll pretty much bump into it but look up at all the flags; you’ll see the rainbow flag.

WHAT WE SEE/DO

There’s more to do here than work on your tan line, booze it up and get laid, and if Phuket is your only Thai destination you’ll 
want to soak up some of the local culture. Like most big islands at geographical crossroads, Phuket has a long history and has 
been enriched by many major cultures: Arabic, Indian, Burmese, Chinese, Malay and more. One result of this influx: The food 
is, generally speaking, spicier in Phuket than elsewhere. Buddhism is dominant of course but there are nearly 40 mosques 
throughout the island where Muslims live harmoniously alongside other Thais. Be sure to check out a Muslim fishing village, 
small rural temples, and Phuket Town. Outdoor activities should also be at the top of your to-do list. Major activities include 
swimming, snorkeling, scuba diving, fishing, kayaking, water exploration and even rock climbing in Krabi. 

http://www.backstageinn.org/events
http://www.phuketgayhomestay.com/
http://www.ccshideaway.com/
http://cluboneseven.net/
http://www.boatbar.com/
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One of the main attractions in this part of the world is Phang Nga Bay, a remarkable sanctuary of over 50 towering limestone outcrops, 
some of which have collapsed in the center due to eons of geological actvity to form hongs (huge hollowed rooms with sunlight above) 
that are usually accessible at low tide. The water around here is postcard green and the whole area is simply breathtaking, even if it 
can at times be overrun with boats. Even at its most touristy though everyone is just beaming and happy to be surrounded by such a 
vast expanse of glorious beauty. It’s moments like those that you enjoy having other humans to share an experience with. This isn’t 
one of those places where you wish you were alone. We used John Gray’s Sea Canoe (below) for a day trip to visit these formations.

John Gray’s Sea Canoe  
One of the best ways to see the breathtaking and otherworldly islands dotting the Phang Nga Bay is by water, naturally. We highly 
recommend the top-notch services of John Gray’s Sea Canoe. His team is smart, professional, hard-working and beyond gay-friendly; 
on a recent trip the team included an out lesbian and transgender woman guide not to mention the charming and totally welcoming 
male guides.

Heroines Monument  
This monument was erected to honor two women who rallied the troops and saved the town from an attack by the Burmese in 1785. 
The locals bestowing offerings and flowers and prostrating themselves (for over 200 years!) implies this is way more than a simple 
statue in their eyes. The women in Thailand work very hard and you’ll even see women in positions of authority and power. The 
recently deposed prime minister was a woman. Still given the hierarchy of order and respect here, women are often expected to 
remain demure. Perhaps worshipping these two kick-ass ladies is a way to express a little pent-up frustration towards the patriarchy. In 
any event, it’s worth a quick drive by/Kodak moment.

Wat Phra Thong  
The myth around this statue that appears half buried also involves 1785 (when after a failed attempt to dig the Buddha out, they 
decided it wanted to stay put and they just built a temple around it). It’s located just south of the airport so you may be able to squeeze 
in a visit on the way to or from the airport. 

Sirinath National Marine Park  
This gorgeous protected area (35 sq. miles) of land and sea is located in the northwest corner of the island and provides respite from 
the island’s general busy-ness as well as boasting the island’s largest coral reef in shallow water ( just over a half mile off shore) and 
the opportunity to glimpse the endangered Olive Ridley turtle that nests here every year between November and February. It’s also 
located near the airport.

Phuket Town
This underrated town is a real charmer with turn-of-the-last century Sino-Portuguese architecture housing cool coffee shops, art 
galleries, delicious inexpensive restaurants and even inexpensive yet hip guesthouses. The town reflects Phuket’s rich, multicultural 
past, which becomes evident not only in the pretty and often restored buildings but also in the varied cuisine, Taoist temples, festivals, 
and even the tourists it attracts, from veiled Muslims and young Chinese to Euro backpackers and the occasional American expat. If 
you’re staying along the west coast, it’s easy to arrange a taxi or tour at your hotel concierge. 

Scuba Diving
The Andaman Sea is a world-class diving site, and the least-expensive area in the world to obtain a PADI licence. There are numerous 
dive centers from which to arrange a local trip and they all supply equipment. The best deep-water diving areas are around Phi Phi, the 
Similan Islands (50 miles northwest of Phuket) and the Surin Islands on the borders of Burma. Koh Tao in the Gulf of Thailand is also 
popular but it’s the nearby tiny twin islands of Koh Nangyuan that impress most, thanks to a sand bar dividing the islands at low tide 
which helps create a true feeling of paradise. Note, though, that it is definitely on the tourist map and quite popular; it also requires a 
lot of time and energy to get there.

Tachai Island National Park  
Only recently open to the public, and only for day trips, Tachai Island has been called ‘the Thai Maldives.’ It’s an hour away from Khao 
Lak by speed boat, and while you won’t be the only boat of visitors, you can walk a bit to find your own deserted stretch of paradise. 

Snorkeling
Thailand offers some of the best snorkeling in the world with many coral reefs as close as 50 feet from the shore. You can rent 
equipment through your hotel or at the dive centers along the tourist beaches. But if you have your own, pack it. You’ll have plenty of 
opportunities to use it.

Phuket FantaSea  
It seems super cheesy, it’s not specifically gay, and if you don’t like the idea of animals performing in a circus stay away, but this 
attraction is recommended by our gay Thai friends. It includes lots of sexy, shirtless Thai dancers in a Vegas-revue-worthy pageant 
spectacular featuring on-stage trapeze artists, over two dozen elephants, pyrotechnics, traditional Thai dance and even a campy 
number called “Culture Illusion Show.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phang_Nga_Bay
http://www.johngray-seacanoe.com/
http://www.tourismthailand.org/See-and-Do/Sights-and-Attractions-Detail/Two-Heroines-Monument--669
http://www.tourismthailand.org/See-and-Do/Sights-and-Attractions-Detail/Wat-Phra-Thong--671
http://www.dnp.go.th/parkreserve/asp/style1/default.asp?npid=90&lg=2
http://jamie-monk.blogspot.com/2013/05/koh-tachai-island-day-trip-from-khao-lak.html
http://www.phuket-fantasea.com/index.php
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The most popular island in the gulf of Thailand, Koh Samui is well-developed, offering some exceptional resorts. Most tourists 
flock to the half-moon-shaped beach at Chaweng on the east coast but unless you like loud island music, we’d suggest heading 
instead to its more tranquil southern tip at Chaweng Noi. If you get a chance, take time out to see the impressive Big Buddha 
complex en route to the charming wooden village of Bophut on the north coast. From here you can also board a speedboat or 
ferry to Koh Phangan (crazy, alcohol and drug-fueled parties) and Koh Tao (diving). Finally, don’t miss a day trip to Angthong 
National Marine Park. This is the Thailand you see on postcards – limestone mountain islands in turquoise water.

Zazen Boutique Resort and Spa  
Situated on the beach the 26-room Zazen is within easy reach of Bo Phut Beach and Fishermen’s Village. Not too far are Bo Phut 
Beach Pier and Mae Nam Beach Pier. There’s a full-service spa on site and the pool features a small water park, a beach bar and 
pool-side bar. Should you tire of all the natural beauty outside, the rooms are buffed out and include nice-size flat screen TVs.

Mai Samui
This stylish hideaway is located on Samui’s West coast on one of the most picturesque yet secluded beaches. With 97 spacious, 
chic, large rooms, the resort is a good choice if you want privacy and really good service in a quiet setting. Two miles of white 
powder await at Laem Yai Beach, only steps away. Facilities at the resort include a gorgeous spa, three outdoor swimming 
pools, a fine dining restaurant and wine cellar, a BBQ beach club, and a good-size fitness club featuring a squash court. 

W Retreat
W Hotels has opened only a few W Retreats, and this one on Koh Samui is a wonder. Accommodations are all villas, starting at 
1,755 sq ft. Prices are high, and Starpoint redemption levels are astronomical. 

X2 Samui
With its contemporary concrete and wood decor, and its remote location on the southern edge of Koh Samui, X2 Samui 
embodies the remote peacefulness of Samui’s pre-development past. With 26 villas (most with private pools) spread over 
five waterfront acres, and an awesome spa, the vibe is peaceful and relaxing.

The Scent Hotel
The Scent is beautiful and elegant, fronted by concrete walls but with oceanfront views, and updated-Colonial decor with lots of 
woods and neutral colors. Eleven suites surround a courtyard pool; three face the ocean front.

Ang Thong National Park  
Consisting of 42 islands making up a marine park, this is a gorgeous, undeveloped paradise where you may camp or stay in a basic 
house. You can book transfer to the park and overnight accommodations there from Koh Samui. Here are is a list of a few tour 
operators that can book your visit. Note: Ang Thong National Park is closed for the rehabilitation of nature resources every year 
From 1 November - 23 December.

Belmond Napasai - Maenam, Koh Samui  
Napasai captures the essence of Thailand while maintaining a high level of luxury and service. The Napasai is Koh Samui’s finest 
property; a waterfront hotel within 30 minutes of the Samui Airport, and gorgeous, sunny, open-air rooms for less than $225 a 
night and beachside dining. The large rooms come with free breakfast and rainfall showers. 

Conrad Koh Samui  
The Conrad is an upscale beachfront resort about eight miles from both the Na Muang Safari Park and Wat Khunaram temple. 
The contemporary ocean-view villas feature private infinity pools, flat-screen TVs and free Wi-Fi. Rooms are equipped with iPod 
docks and charging stations. One of the highlights is the posh spa and outdoor pool overlooking the ocean. 

Four Seasons Resort Koh Samui  
This exquisite Four Seasons is just about five miles from the Mae Name beach and will cost you less than $900 a night. You’ll be 
surrounded by forests and step directly onto white sand beaches looking out onto the Gulf of Thailand. The hotel is as stylish and 
luxurious as you’d expect from a Four Seasons resort. The villas are chic and airy, sun-splashed with gulf views, and free Wi-Fi. 
Since the rates here are so reasonable for this level of comfort, we recommend you splurge a bit and rent a villa with a deck and 
private infinity pool, just to get the whole ‘wow’ factor. 

Banyan Tree Samui  
You go to Koh Samui to experience world-class beaches, and while many resorts claim to have great beaches, few can actually 
follow through. Banyan Tree is one that has the white sand beaches and coastal views that you’ve been dreaming of. The resort 
is set along the Lamai Bay beachfront and features five-star villas (with floor-to-ceiling glass views of the coast), private infinity 
pools, a world-class spa, and five dining rooms. It’s a bit pricier than some hotels, especially by Thailand standards, but the 
hefty pricetag of around $700 will score you some exclusive beach time. 

http://www.samuizazen.com/
http://www.maisamui.com/
http://www.wretreatkohsamui.com/
http://x2resorts.com/resorts/samui/
http://www.thescenthotel.com
http://samui.sawadee.com/angthong/
http://samui.sawadee.com/tour/index.html#angthong
http://samui.sawadee.com/tour/index.html#angthong
http://www.belmond.com/napasai-koh-samui/
http://conradhotels3.hilton.com/en/hotels/thailand/conrad-koh-samui-USMKSCI/index.html
http://www.fourseasons.com/kohsamui/
http://www.banyantree.com/en/ap-thailand-koh-samui
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Six Senses Samui  
Of all the infinity pools that look out onto the reflective sapphire gulf, this is the one that has stuck with us. The Six Senses in 
Koh Samui is set on eight acres of grounds. It’s sleek and modern, like a modern hut tucked away in the lush forestland along 
the coastline. The views are incredible, and the hotel is mostly glass, sun-soaked, and perfect for putting you in beach mode. 
It’s also within walking distance to the Big Buddha and it’s the most affordable beach option at this level, with rooms going for 
less than $300 a night. 

NEXT:  
THAILAND: OTHER ISLANDS & BEACHES

http://www.sixsenses.com/resorts/samui/destination
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Though some parts of Phuket may feel overdeveloped it’s wise to remember those portions represent just a small fraction of what’s 
available to explore in the region. Phuket is just one of 39 main islands and a hundred or so smaller ones sprinkled throughout 
the Andaman Sea. If you’re ready to travel a bit farther beyond the main tourist areas, you’ll discover unspoiled natural beauty, 
and you’ll begin to wonder about all the fuss over development. The southern tip at Rawai is one of the best areas to grab a 
longtail boat for a trip to the nearest islands with their more remote, less touristy beaches. 

1. KOH PHI PHI
 
Back in the day just knowing the name of this island (pronounced Pee Pee) — let alone having visited there — meant you were 
truly well-traveled. Located in the Andaman Sea, between Phuket and Krabi, Phi Phi’s allure hasn’t diminished over the decades: 
it’s still a gorgeous island to visit; just not so brag-worthy. Take a dip at Pileh Lagoon, a beautiful, natural swimming pool; visit 
Monkey Island and its macaques; and snorkel in waters so clear you can see see 130 feet deep.

Zeavola Resort 
Barefoot luxury is the vibe at this rustic-elegant resort originally designed and built by a flamboyantly gay sugar baron, and 
now a member of the Small Luxury Hotels of the World. Located on a relatively isolated stretch of beach on the north end of 
the island, it still has a high percentage of gay or “ladyboy” employees, and could not be more welcoming for gay visitors. Gay 
weddings are also very welcome here — a pitch-perfect blend of remoteness, accessibility, luxury and casual ease. 

Holiday Inn Resort Phi Phi  
It’s hard to believe this resort shares a name with the iconic American roadside hotels. This lush tropical resort has 126 studios 
and bungalows, with clean modern furnishings. A great place to redeem your IHG rewards points.

Outrigger Resort Phi Phi  
With 156 villas, suites and bungalows, this highly-rated outpost of Hawaii’s Outrigger chain offers extensive resort facilities, including 
tennis courts, a spa, and large swimming pool. Rooms feature traditional Thai-influenced decor coupled with modern amenities. 

Other islands near Phi Phi: Koh Mook, Koh Ngai and Koh Radang
This trio of small islands southeast of Phi Phi features a set of rocky limestone outcrops similar to those at Phang Nga. Koh Mook is 
especially worth a detour for its Morakot Cave. When the center of this hong collapsed, it created an aquamarine basin surrounded by 
a semicircular beach amid near-vertical cliffs; note you can only access it by swimming through a 210-foot tunnel under the cliff face.

2. RACHA YAI ISLAND (JUST SOUTH OF PHUKET)

When we first visited 27 years ago, Phuket’s beaches were almost all pretty remote and wild feeling. Now, not so much. You 
have to exert a little effort, which is well worth it when Racha Island is the payoff. The island,12 miles off the south coast of 
Phuket, is prime scuba and snorkeling territory, and an easy day trip from Phuket. Further south Racha Noi is still uninhabited 
and undeveloped, but Racha Yai is now home to a small number of boutique resorts and bungalows. There are no cars on the 
island, so be prepared for some walking or rent a bike. 

The Racha Phuket  
Located a half an hour south of Phuket by speedboat, Racha Yai island is home to the lovely Racha, a modern looking cluster 
of 70 brilliant white villas clutching a hillside above a downy soft stretch of sandy beach in a seemingly untouched cove. The 
interiors are surprisingly urbane for a remote island but beautifully designed with a masculine feel. Each unit features a private 
terrace facing west (for the spectacular sunsets) and an indoor-outdoor bathroom with an open-air shower. You can scuba dive, 
indulge in a spa treatment (there’s an endless menu of options) and enjoy the hotel’s two restaurants or bar. This hotel is best 
for a couple or a small group to enjoy. Check the hotel website for information on speedboat transfers. 

3. KOH YAO NOI

Mountainous in the center, with beaches on either side, lush, tropical Ya Noi is one of the least developed islands in the area. 
It’s located in Phang Nga Bay between Phuket Island and Krabi and only 50 minutes away from each by speedboat. 

Six Senses Yao Noi  
Fifty-four villas, each with its own private pool and terrace and some of the very best panoramic views in the area. An ideal 
retreat for those who value privacy, the villas are traditional Thai on the outside, modern on the inside, nestled into the hillside, 
or right on the beach. The spa is top-notch, and the hotel’s commitment to sustainability includes its own organic egg farm.

http://www.zeavola.com/
http://www.ihg.com/holidayinnresorts/hotels/us/en/phi-phi-island/phupb/hoteldetail
http://www.outrigger.com/hotels-resorts/thailand/phi-phi/outrigger-phi-phi-island-resort-and-spa
http://www.theracha.com/new/index.htm
http://www.sixsenses.com/resorts/yao-noi/destination
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The Paradise Koh Yao
This quiet, romantic getaway is a place where you’ll kick off your shoes, take a walk on the beach and hold hands while 
surrounded by blissful beauty: 1,200 feet of pristine beach and clear, clean waters breaking gently on the shore. One of the 
main attractions is the limestone rock formation at the north end of the beach (in the national park). The hotel design maximizes 
views of Phang Nga Bay (which are simply magnificent). If you get antsy, allow the hotel to help you plan some hiking or biking 
along the well-marked trails or enjoy snorkeling or scuba diving. 

Villaguna Residence
This four-star property is a good and more affordable alternative to some of the other resorts on the island with absolutely top-
notch professional, yet friendly service. (Nadine is a star who gets consistent rave reviews among guests.) We recommend renting 
bikes since this resort is a little farther away from the main pier and other island attractions and you may want to head to town to 
vary your dining options from the hotel restaurants. Modern, stylish but not over the top, this is a solid, affordable option. 

4. KRABI

Krabi has become a more eco-friendly alternative to the heavily touristed islands of Phuket and Koh Phi Phi, though it’s certainly 
not off-the-beaten path. There’s an international airport allowing overseas visitors to bypass Bangkok and fly directly here. And 
the draws are immediately obvious: Divinely soft sand beaches and limestone cliffs with ample abseiling and rock climbing 
opportunities, the latter accessed by boat (from either Krabi Town to the northeast, or more commonly from Ao Nang Beach to 
the west). Khlong Muang Beach, more recently developed, lies just north of Ao Nang by car. West Railay beach is particularly 
popular with the beautiful jetset crowd.

The Ritz-Carlton Reserve Phulay Bay  
Phulay Bay is one of only a handful of Ritz-Carlton Reserves to have opened, expressing a new iteration of Ritz-Carlton: Chic, 
relaxed and intimate with the most personal levels of service and amenities. Lavish, modern decor, beautiful natural and 
manicured vistas, and an extraordinary sense of space throughout the resort add to the sense of intimacy. Oh, and did we 
mention there’s a baby elephant who comes to visit the resort a couple times a week?

Tubkaak Boutique Resort and Spa  
Distinguished by excellent, personal service and one of the best beaches in the area, Tubkaak is a locally-owned resort, with an 
excellent spa and a beautiful view of the Hong Islands.

Railay Rock Climbing  
The natural limestone caves and sheer cliff faces make Krabi the ideal place to practice rock climbing (beginners to the most 
confident pro). Rock climbing in Krabi is a once-in-a-lifetime adventure: one to get you out of your comfort zone. It may scare you a 
bit but it’s perfectly safe, and you’ll feel more confident after. 

5. KOH LANTA

South of Krabi lies the spacious island of Koh Lanta with its lush undergrowth and 18 miles of pristine coastline. You can hire a 
moped and head southwest to the Mu Koh Lanta National Park with its great snorkeling and abundance of wildlife.

Layana resort
Small and elegant, Layana offers modern tropical accommodations on a beautiful stretch of beach. Rooms are spacious, with a 
modern, almost minimalist feel, more international/tropical than indigenous Thai. 

Pimalai 
Located on a beautiful azure cove, the natural setting of Pimalai, a member of Small Luxury Hotels, remains virtually unchanged 
from the way its owners found it 40 years ago. The contemporary Thai decor and stunning infinity pool are designed to 
complement the natural setting. The resort spreads out over 100 acres of green mountainside, affording great views, and some 
daily walking exercise. 

6. TRANG

Trang is a little bit off the beaten path, and few Americans have yet discovered this up-and-coming part of Thailand. (The majority 
of guests are Scandinavian.) Trang is pretty undeveloped, so you’ll find a more authentic local way of life by the beach and in the 
nearby town. If you venture here, be sure to try local delicacies moo yang (roast pork) and a dim-sum dish called lay trang.

http://theparadisekohyao.com/
http://www.villaguna.com/
http://www.phulay-bay.com/
http://www.tubkaakresort.com/
http://www.railay.com/railay/climbing/climbing_intro.shtml
http://layanaresort.com/
http://www.pimalai.com/home/
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Anantara Sikao
Located in Trang, this beautiful property was featured in the Bachelor in 2012. The service, property and surroundings (picture 
stunning rock formations, unspoiled beaches, and the breathtaking and awe-inspiring Emerald cave) are superb but it lacks a 
beach; though there is a private beach club reserved for guests on a small island 15 minutes away by boat. 

7. KOH KRADAN

Just off the coast of Trang is the little island of Kradan, a little bit lost in time, with no stores or vehicles, just a postcard-perfect 
white sand beach and a few unpretentious resorts with simple bungalows for rent. If you’re pining for a place to do nothing but 
enjoy the simple beach escape of the pre-WiFi era, this is it. Book a room at the Seven Seas Resort, Reef Resort or the Kradan 
Island Resort  and find out just how right you are about that list of things you would take to a deserted island.

8. KHAO LAK

About 60 miles north of Phuket, Khao Lak is series of tourist-oriented villages, a less crowded alternative to the southern island 
scene, with some beautiful contemporary resorts set on the Andaman Sea.  

Casa de la Flora
Another gorgeous addition to a recent crop of small-scale beach resorts in the Khao Lak region north of Phuket, Casa de la Flora 
makes a strong visual impact with its 36 cube-shaped villas despite its light environmental footprint. Each villa enjoys an unobstructed 
view of the beach. Surrounded by hedges and stone, the villa’s plunge pools are perfectly private, so strip down to your birthday suit 
( just be sure to put the do-not-disturb sign up!). The hotel helps organize excursions to nearby Similan Island. After, enjoy a beachfront 
dinner at La Aranya restaurant.

Sarojin
Destroyed by the 2004 tsunami before opening, this stunning beachfront boutique hotel was well worth the wait. It’s 
spectacular: a lagoon on one side, the sea on the other and a forested beach all around with a splendid old ficus tree at the 
center of the property with the Ficus restaurant situated below the canopy of this ancient tree. Luxurious without feeling over 
the top, the hotel blends mostly local materials with the natural beauty of the surroundings. The Sarojin offers yacht excursions, 
diving trips, canoe safaris and elephant tours. Children under 10 years of age are not permitted.

JW Marriott Hotel and Spa  
With 250 rooms and 43 suites, this is a large, mainstream resort, but one of the best of its kind, with modern Thai-influenced 
design and the longest pool in Southeast Asia.

NEXT:  
THAILAND: AFFORDABLE LUXURY

http://sikao.anantara.com/
http://www.sevenseasresorts.com/
http://reefresortkradan.com/
http://www.kohkradanislandresort.com/
http://www.kohkradanislandresort.com/
http://www.casadelaflora.com/
http://www.sarojin.com/en/
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/hotel-information/travel/hktkl-jw-marriott-khao-lak-resort-and-spa/
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For most visitors Thai luxury is a bargain. Most luxury hotels, restaurants and experiences cost 30-60% less here than they do in 
other popular tourist destinations. While many of these experiences are still a relative splurge for most travelers, your splurge 
dollars go much farther here.

LUXURY HOTELS

Up north, tucked away in the rural outskirts of the lovely Chiang Mai, there’s a Four Seasons Tented Camp, the pinnacle of 
luxury and adventure, an immersive experience at nearly half the price you’d pay anywhere else in the world: grand suites in 
Chiang Mai cost around $1,200 a night, an extraordinary value when compared with a tented camp safari experience of the Four 
Seasons in Tanzania, which would run you $2,250 a night. 

The Mandarin Oriental Bangkok has been a luxurious respite from the busy, chaotic city for more than a hundred-years, and yet 
it remains one of the most affordable examples of urban luxury in Asia. A superior room at here is still less than $400 a night, 
and a swanky and spacious Executive Suite is $756, compared with the same suite in the Mandarin Oriental Tokyo which is more 
than one-and-a-half times the rate, at $1,200 a night. 

For paradise on a budget, Thailand is a global leader, with world-class beaches and resorts for a fraction of the price you’d 
spend at other destination beach getaways. The posh Ritz-Carlton Phulay Bay in Krabi has oceanfront pavilions for just $445 a 
night, compared with a similar oceanfront room at the Ritz-Carlton, Puerto Rico that runs upward of $700. For a major splurge, 
a Royal Beach Villa in at the Krabi Ritz is still a steal at $1,474, nearly $400 less than you’d pay for a room of similar luxury and 
space in PR. The 1,200 square foot Garden View Suite in Puerto Rico runs more than $1,800 a night including resort fees.

LUXURY EXPERIENCES

Ride in A Rolls Royce
In most world capitals, you can spend more than $100 on a plain town car ride from the airport to downtown.  But the Peninsula 
Bangkok will whisk you from the airport in a Rolls Royce Silver Spur for $110 or $200 round-trip.

Charter a Private River Boat Tour 
You can spend an entire day on a unique teak wood 1940s Rice Barge traveling from Bangkok to Ayutthaya, then transport to 
an eco-friendly bike tour of the Ayutthaya Historical Park, enjoy an authentic Thai lunch before heading back to Thailand during 
sunset for about $120 per person. In Venice, Italy, it would cost you upwards of $80 per person for 30-minutes on a gondola 
with a glass of Prosecco (a four-hour private gondola can be as much as $320 per person!) 

Pampering
The spa experience at JW Marriott hotels around the world are among the most pampering, rejuvenating and relaxing we’ve 
experienced — until you get the bill. But in Thailand it’s commonplace to receive world-class treatments and luxury for a fraction 
of the price you’d pay at a comparable hotel at an equally desirable destination. Let’s compare the JW Marriott spa treatments 
of Phuket, Thailand and Scottsdale, Arizona. 

A 60-minute Swedish massage at the JW Marriott Scottsdale Camelback Inn will run you $155; the same 60-minute massage at 
the JW Marriott Phuket will only cost you $93. In fact, you can have a 90-minute massage and still pay less than you would in 
Scottsdale. 

Fine Dining
Restaurants in Thailand are considered to be among the best in the world. Few other places offer dining at such a haute level 
with such an inexpensive bill. Even Thailand’s priciest restaurants won’t match the prices of other, comparable metropolitan 
cities. Let’s look at the tasting menus of two of Bangkok’s most revered restaurants. Nahm, a sleek, modern space serves a 
heralded tasting menu of Thai cuisine for $70 a person, while Bo Lan’s tasting menu skews just slightly higher at $75. Compare 
that with New York, where the Michelin-starred Momofuku Ko has a 15-course tasting menu that begins at $175 (dinner for two, 
with wine pairings, can easily reach $600 and up.)

LUXURY FLIGHTS

Using your miles for business class tickets to Asia provides the very best return on your mileage, and with so many international 
airlines flying into Bangkok, you have lots of options, no matter which frequent flyer program you redeem from.  

Star Alliance flyers have the best options, since Thai Airways is a member. While Thai doesn’t fly to the U.S., they connect 
seamlessly from many European and Asian destinations. So you might fly EVA to Taipei, and connect to a Thai flight from there 
to Bangkok. But all three major alliances offer multiple airline options for Bangkok.

http://www.mandarinoriental.com/bangkok/
http://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/phulay-bay
http://bangkok.peninsula.com/en/default
http://bangkok.peninsula.com/en/default
http://www.thanatharee.com/inside.php?p=gen#schedules
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/hktjw-jw-marriott-phuket-resort-and-spa/
http://www.comohotels.com/metropolitanbangkok/dining/nahm
http://www.bolan.co.th/2014/
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Many alliance partners do not show their free ticket availability online, so you won’t see Singapore Airlines award flights when you 
log into united.com, or Japan Airlines flights on AA.com. We recommend you research the routings on sites like Orbitz or Kayak, 
and then call to find availability. When speaking to a reservations agent, be sure to ask about connections that aren’t automatically 
listed in their system. You might find a flight to Hong Kong, with the connection sold out, but a connecting flight 3 or 4 hours later 
might be available. Typically, with an international connection, you can take a flight as much as 24 hours later and still have it count 
as a connection, not a separate flight. Focus on finding the long-haul flight first, and then building a connection.

Asian carriers have a deserved reputation for the best service in the skies, and usually the most modern planes and seats. 
Carriers like Singapore Airlines, Cathay Pacific, Thai Airways, EVA, ANA, Japan Airlines, Asiana and Korean Air are among the 
top-rated in the world. Star Alliance members have the most options, with most of these airlines belonging to the Alliance. But 
OneWorld and Skyteam flyers still have options beyond American Airlines and Delta. We highly recommend you try flying an 
Asian carrier. It’s a special experience in the Business and First Class cabins. Routing through Europe may be a little longer, but 
opens up large array of great European carriers. Front cabin award seats can be hard to come by. If you’re planning your trip 
far in advance, grab them as soon as they are available to book (typically, around 331 days before departure). If you miss that 
window, you’ll have to wait until a few days before departure for those flights to open up. If you’ve booked an award ticket in 
coach, it’s usually easy and inexpensive to change to an upgraded award ticket if the space becomes available.

NEXT:  
THAILAND: TRIP-PLANNING RESOURCES
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CLIMATE

High season throughout the kingdom of Thailand is mid-October through late February, with skyrocketing prices and full hotels. 
Advanced reservations are highly encouraged. Shoulder seasons and even low season can be good times to visit too with much 
less crowded beaches and elephant treks and much more affordable prices, though low season usually entails rainy afternoons. 
Note that since July/August coincides with school holidays in Europe and the U.S. you may encounter surprisingly larger crowds 
and somewhat higher prices than shoulder season.

The kingdom has two distinct climate zones: tropical savanna in the north and tropical in the south. The northern, northeastern, 
and central areas of the country (including Bangkok) experience three distinct seasons. The hot season lasts from March to 
May, with temperatures averaging in the upper 90s Fahrenheit, and with April usually the hottest month. Normally, this period 
sees sporadic rain (three or so hours a day) which can last through November or even December, with humidity reaching an 
uncomfortable 90%. You won’t want to be trekking in the north during this period. Bangkok is at its smoggiest from April till 
August. 

The nicest time to visit: the cool season, from November to February, with temperatures in the 70s to low 80s°F with infrequent 
showers. Daily temperatures can drop as low as 60°F in Chiang Mai and even 41°F  in the hills; 1 or 2 nights may even see frost.

The Southern Thai Peninsula has intermittent showers year-round and daily downpours during the rainy season (temperatures 
average in the low 80s). If you’re traveling to Phuket or Ko Samui, it would be helpful to note that the two islands alternate peak 
seasons. Optimal weather on Phuket (and in the Andaman Sea) occurs between November and April. Conversely, Ko Samui’s 
(and other Gulf of Thailand destinations) boast great weather from about February to October.

HOLIDAYS

Many holidays and big events are based on the Thai lunar calendar, falling on the full moon of each month and meaning that 
most events are not held on the same date each year. There are a lot of festivals and events throughout the year, and chances 
are good you’ll happen upon one during your visit. Thailand Tourism has an up-to-date schedule of yearly and upcoming events. 
There are several big holidays that are more popular with LGBT locals and attract more gay and lesbian visitors. 

Songkran
Mid April
Celebrating the country’s traditional New Year’s Eve celebration, it’s also known as the Thailand Water Festival, originally celebrated 
as a way for the Thai people to sprinkle water on their family members and elders for good fortune. Today, the festival has transitioned 
into three days of water play fun, splashing locals and visitors alike with buckets of water, water hoses and super soakers as they 
gather in the streets for the biggest water fight in the world! Leave your electronic valuables in the hotel safe or put them in a Ziploc! 
Unlike most major lunar-based events, this is held on the same dates every year. There’s a big gay party called G Circuit running the 
weekend of Songkran with major international DJs.The best areas to experience Songkran in Bangkok are either Silom for a super gay 
party, or Khao San Road for 24/7 partying with locals and backpackers alike. Chiang Mai and Phuket are also a very popular place to 
celebrate this incredible festival.

New Year’s Eve
Western New Year’s Eve is a popular time to be in Thailand. Bangkok lights up with fireworks, and Phuket and Samui are both 
very busy for gay travellers as well. In Bangkok, the gay-friendly Sofitel So has an annual Sundance Asia party. Check them out 
in Where to stay and on their website.  

Lantern Festival/Yi Peng/Loy Krath theong Festival Celebrated throughout the kingdom in November, the Festival of Lights is 
marked by the release of loy krathongs (lotus-shaped receptacles) released on water to bring luck and fulfill wishes. In Chiang 
Mai, the observation of the festival of lights, called Yi Peng, is uniquely different and remarkably beautiful. In addition to water 
lanterns, Chiang Mai locals and guests release thousand of lighted lanterns in the sky while making a wish. The sky transforms 
itself in a wonderful and surreal sea of little lanterns floating away. The spectacle is truly once-in-a-lifetime. This is held 
according to a lunar calendar.

Phuket Pride  
Phuket Pride is a late-April fundraiser for local gay-related charities and includes a series of ticketed and free events. The 
parade is particularly colorful and enjoyed by all bystanders gay and straight. The overall vibe is more laidback than a traditional 
pride event in other major cities and there’s a political dimension to it. 

http://www.tourismthailand.org/See-and-Do/Events-and-Festivals
http://www.songkranwaterfightfestival.com
http://www.sofitel-so-bangkok.com/en
http://chiangmaibest.com/loy-krathong-yee-peng/
https://www.facebook.com/PrideinPhuket/
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NEED TO KNOW

Thailand is easy to navigate, making it very suitable for independent travel. Many of our Thailand Experts specialize in putting 
independent trips together for you. But there is also something to be said for traveling with a group, with an expert to deal with 
all the details and last-minute surprises, so you can just enjoy the experience without having to argue over a map. Some of our 
Thailand Experts also run gay tours and gay-friendly tours. At ManAboutWorld we have traveled both ways, and recommend 
them both. 

Flying there
Note that Thailand has more than one international airport. While most international flights arrive in Bangkok’s Suvarnabhumi 
International Airport (BKK), you can also fly directly to Phuket (HKT), Ko Samui (USM), and Chiang Mai (CNX) from certain 
regional destinations such as Singapore or Hong Kong. Flight times from the U.S. to Thailand vary from 22 hours (from New York 
City) to 17 hours (from San Francisco or LA). Stops add even more time, so it’s worth opting for a direct flight if you want to avoid 
severe jet lag. We like to arrive at night, avoid most of the traffic getting into town, have a night cap, a view of the skyline, and 
then sleep for a start the next morning. Thai Airways has the most direct service, but not currently from the USA. Most major 
carriers service Bangkok, and there’s no better use of your frequent flyer miles than redeeming for free first or business class 
flights to Asia. You may need to call to check for alliance partner availability — not all of it is visible online.  

Getting around the country
Don’t be afraid to take Thailand’s domestic transport system which is efficient, accessible, and inexpensive and always opt for 
first class if available. Flying between the major cities is the way to go for most time-pressed travelers today but if you have 
time to travel overland, the countryside is beautiful. Note domestic flights take off from the spiffy Suvarnabhumi International 
Airport as well as Bangkok’s large domestic airport, Don Muang Airport (DMK) so be sure to verify which airport your domestic 
flight leaves from. Most domestic flights are on Thai Airways, Bangkok Airways or discount carrier Air Asia with Bangkok 
connecting more than a dozen domestic destinations, including Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai, Krabi, and Phuket. There are also some 
direct flights between these cities.

There are also many low cost airlines offering alternative services such as: Thai Smile, a sister brand of Thai Airways flying throughout 
Thailand and the region; Nok Air, a direct competitor of Thai Smile which again offers domestic and regional flights plus their Fly’n’Ride 
and also Fly’n’Ferry, which connect Nok flights to local bus and ferry services; and Lion Air, another low cost national carrier.

Getting around the cities (Taxis and tuk-tuks)
Taxis should by law display meters with typical rides usually in the 100-200 baht. (There is a minimum starting charge of THB 35 
(less than $1) which includes the first mile.) If you don’t see a meter, ask. If they don’t understand or don’t turn it on, just go grab 
another cab. Stationary taxis tend to be scammers. A tuk-tuk ride will usually cost tourists 50 baht but you should try to bargain 
them down for short trips. Agree to price before letting the tuk-tuk take off. Tuk-tuk drivers don’t usually speak English so have 
your hotel’s card (in Thai) on you at all times. A small tip is expected though optional. Always carry lots of small bills. There are 
7-11 stores everywhere which will change your 1,000 baht notes without a fuss (with a small purchase). 

OTHER TRIP-PLANNING RESOURCES

Visit Thailand Tourism Authority’s informative website for all things Thailand from events to information about getting there, 
getting around, and getting home safely and efficiently. Start at the “About Thailand” page and check “fast facts,” “weather,” 
“politics,” “language” and you’ll start to get a feel for the country.

Get Social
Follow #findyouramazing to see what real travelers are saying about Thailand and check some amazing photos out on their 
Instagram page.

NEXT:  
THAILAND: THAILAND EXPERTS

http://www.thaiair.com
http://www.bangkokair.com/eng
http://www.airasia.com/ot/en/home.page
https://www.thaismileair.com/en/
http://www.nokair.com/nokconnext/aspx/Index.aspx
http://www.lionairthai.com/en
http://www.tourismthailand.org/Thailand
https://twitter.com/hashtag/findyouramazing
http://instagram.com/thailandinsider
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These are the ManAboutWorld Global Correspondents 
and contributors whose collective wisdom created this 

guide. If you don’t already have a trusted travel planner, 
we highly recommend their services. Check out their 

profiles and areas of expertise on the following pages.

THAILAND EXPERTS
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JOHN CLIFFORD
Founder, International Travel Management
 John saw an opportunity to focus solely on 
exotic journeys and founded what is now his 
boutique, luxury travel advisory business, which 
has been honored by dozens of respected 
travel publications, television shows, blogs, and 
magazines. John has written feature articles 
for gay travel sites and magazines, as well as 
the award-winning, exclusive VIRTUOSO LIFE 
Magazine, where he personally crafted a dream 
trip to Sicily named “An Insider’s Tour.” His Black 
Book is a Who’s-Who in the hotel industry, filled 
with top hotel owners and general managers with 
whom he keeps close-ties with to stay up-to-the-
minute on what’s hot, what’s not and what’s next. 
I have been sending our LGBT clients to Thailand 
as the most welcoming destination in SE Asia 
long before the openness spread to other 
nations. Bangkok, Chiang Mai, Patong (Phuket), 
Koh Samui have long welcomed LGBT travelers 
and have even more offerings today. 

Specialties 

• Design, boutique and luxury hotels
• Under-the-radar, LGBT owned and 

operated, mainstream, luxury hotels 
and resorts 

• Exotic locales such as: Costa Rica, 
Hawaii, Mexico, Argentina, France, 
Greece, Italy, Turkey, Indonesia, 
Japan, Australia, New Zealand, 
French Polynesia

THAILAND EXPERTS

Key Thing(s) to pack for 
Thailand
What one thing (or couple key things) to definitely 
pack before you go to Thailand; Umbrella, hat, 
sunglasses, bug repellent. And patience and a 
sense of humor.

Thing to know or not to miss
 
Globally minded visitors should boycott elephant 
rides that often abuse these majestic beasts. 
Instead donate to and support organizations like 
The Save Elephant Foundation in Chiang Mai, 
Kanchananburi and NE Thailand, that work to 
support instead of exploit.

£BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS

http://www.saveelephant.org
http://internationaltravelmanagement.com/
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JONAS RASK EILERSEN
Director and CEO of RASK TRAVEL
 
Led by his lifelong passion for voyage and 
discovery, in 2009 Jonas founded RASK Travel, 
a boutique travel agency with offices in Tel Aviv, 
London and Turin, Italy. Jonas is in the air more 
than he is on the ground, clocking up the air miles; 
reviewing flights, hotels and spa experiences, 
brokering relationships, and ensuring that 
the best locations, venues and hideaways are 
identified for the clients’ itineraries. Spending 
around half of the year on the road, his 
upcoming trips include United Arab Emirates, 
India, Malaysia, Iran, Sri Lanka and the Maldives. 
 Thailand is one of RASK’s most popular 
destinations and we organise both holidays, 
corporates and events here (we just arranged a 
wedding, for example).

Specialties 

• Destination weddings
• Exotic honeymoons
• Off-the-beaten-path tailor-made trips
• Israel and Jordan 
• Maldives & Seychelles

THAILAND EXPERTS

Key Thing(s) to pack for 
Thailand
Consider bringing light clothing you can quickly 
don if visiting temples or other holy areas/sights. 
Thais’ most often calm, courteous demeanor 
means that they won’t tell you outright if you’re 
doing a faux pas, but they still feel very offended.

Thing to know or not to miss
 
Check the weather patterns year-round. If 
visiting for major cultural events or celebrations, 
remember many shops will be closed. Also 
consider while Bangkok is super fun during 
Songkran, it empties out on the second and  
third days of the festivities as locals flee the  
city for family visits. 

£BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS

http://rasktravel.com/
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DANE STEELE GREEN
Founder, Steele Luxury Travel
 
In 2007, Dane launched Steele Luxury Travel, 
providing the LGBT community with exclusive and 
unique travel experiences to exotic destinations 
worldwide. In addition to operating his tour 
programs, Steele provides corporate, personal 
and incentive travel planning for numerous 
corporations and individuals. As Dane lives and 
breathes his entrepreneurial career, his goal for 
the LGBT community is to enjoy the world they live 
in every way possible.

We have produced FIT trips for all types of travelers 
as well as a few destination events in Thailand.

Specialties 

• Hiking in Ramon Crater, Israei
• Boating in Varanasi, India
• Onsen in Nagano, Japan

THAILAND EXPERTS

Key Thing(s) to pack for 
Thailand
I would pack nothing in the suitcase as you 
should buy an entire new wardrobe from the 
men’s section of the ChatuChak weekend 
market. The market is not to be missed. 

Thing to know or not to miss
 
ChatuChak would absolutely be my off-the-beaten 
track recommendation. Amazing shopping.

£BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS

http://www.steeletravel.com/
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BRYAN HERB
Co-Founder, Zoom Vacations
 
Zoom Vacations has been providing experiential, 
luxury gay group travel all over the world for more 
than a decade. His roots in the outdoors, coupled 
with his inquisitive mind and his appreciation for 
health and fitness (as well as for fabulous hotels 
and resorts) have had a huge impact on Zoom 
Vacations, and have led him to adventures in every 
continent but Antarctica. He’s toured the ancient 
catacombs of Rome, swum with horses where 
Australia’s rainforest meets the reef, haggled with 
Hong Kong merchants, walked with wild lions in 
Africa, danced the Samba in Brazil, and has even 
studied ecology and group dynamics in a Scottish 
commune.
Zoom Vacations began offering luxury gay group 
tours almost 15 years ago, and our first trip was 
to Thailand. Since then, we have created multi-
sensory vacations in Bangkok, Phuket, Chiang 
Mai, and Chiang Rai.

Specialties 
• Creating unique, experiential, over-the-

top events
• Urban-to-Nature experiences, where we 

combine tours to big cities with small 
historic towns and/or nature experiences

• Luxurious, historic and/or landmark 
accommodations

• Attention-to-detail and customization, 
based on the interests and personalities 
of our travelers (no two trips to the same 
destination are totally alike)

• Each group tour led by Joel Cabrera 
or Bryan Herb, co-owners of Zoom 
Vacations. 

THAILAND EXPERTS

Key Thing(s) to pack for 
Thailand
Just like they do in a cocktail party, guests 
will take their cues from the host.  Organize 
well in advance, or hire  a company to 
organize your event, so that you can simply 
relax and enjoy. Your guests will do the same.

Thing to know or not to miss
 
Elephant Nature Park, just north of Chiang 
Mai gives you the opportunity to interact 
with these beautiful creatures in an 
ethical, loving setting. You can even 
volunteer at the park!

£BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS

http://www.zoomvacations.com/
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ZACHARY MOSES
 
Named one of the top 35 travel professionals 
under the age of 30 by Travel Agent 
Magazine, Zachary has been making a 
splash in the gay travel scene at HE Travel. 
He discovered his love for travel as a stand-
up comic. While planning his tours all over 
the western United States, he discovered 
his knack for communicating with people 
and coordinating travel.
HE Travel owner Phil Sheldon made his first 
trip to Thailand 30 years ago, and has made 
numerous trips to all corners of Thailand 
since then. HE Travel Thailand trips range 
from adventure tours (including a night in a 
treehouse) to more leisurely tours to Chiang 
Mai in the north, and Phuket in the south.

Specialties 

• Italian villas and cycling
• Tanzania safaris
• Grand Canyon Rafting 

 
HE Travel frequently arranges 
private customized tours to Thailand 
including a stay on a houseboat and 
lodging in a private retreat in the 
hills above Chiang Mai.

THAILAND EXPERTS

Key Thing(s) to pack for 
Thailand
Pack a good camera or smartphone for taking 
video since Thailand is a kaleidoscope of 
colors and unique images.

Thing to know or not to miss
 Culture and history: visit Vimanmek Mansion, the 
world’s largest teakwood building and a former 
palace, and Jim Thompson’s House while in 
Bangkok to get a glimpse of how the royal family 
and a rich foreigner once lived. Sports: visit a 
kick-boxing school to see where many Thai 
“soccer moms” send their kids to learn sports 
– a totally local Thai tradition

£BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS

http://hetravel.com/
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DAVID RUBIN
Founder, DavidTravel
 
For customized business and leisure travel worldwide, 
David and his team at DavidTravel, operate a 
respected boutique travel agency, tour company, and 
concierge service. David and his team go the extra 
mile to reach out to their vast network of gay and 
straight contacts to have their clients treated royally. 
As a recognized leader in customizing stylish travel 
for the GLBT communities, David is the GLBT expert 
both on the Travel + Leisure Magazine “A-List” and 
the Conde Nast Traveler Magazine “Specialist List” 
by Wendy Perrin. Well before David was discovered 
by these mainstream publications, in the 1990s, the 
respected gay travel newsletter, Out & About, named 
David and his company experts in designing luxury 
travel for the gay community.

DavidTravel curates luxury customized travel 
throughout Thailand and Asia.  We work with great, 
local experts. We have great rates and deals with the 
best hotels and suppliers.

Specialties 

• Gorilla trekking in Rwanda
• Luxury beach resorts
• Food and Villas Perugia, Italy

THAILAND EXPERTS

Key Thing(s) to pack for 
Thailand
A gentleman is wise to always have a 
handkerchief in his pocket. The uses are endless. 
I do not leave home without one 365 days a year.

Thing to know or not to miss
 
For a very stylish cooking class experience, book 
a cooking class at the Peninsula Hotel Bangkok 
or the Mandarin Oriental Bangkok or at The Siam. 
You do not need to be a guest at the hotel. This 
also makes it a fun way to experience these 
hotels without staying there.
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ROBERT SHARP
Co-Founder, Out Adventures
 
Along with Brennon Zwingli, Sharp runs OUT 
Adventures, which has been operating exclusive 
gay adventure tours for over five years and prides 
itself on exploring and experiencing new cultures 
first-hand. His mission at OUT Adventures is to 
show his clients the real world through the use of 
locally owned boutique hotels (and the odd tent) 
plus using local leaders who live in the destinations 
in which the trips operate, ensuring an authentic 
experience. He was recently recognized by The 
Notable Awards as The Top Young Entrepreneur 
in Canada within the Lifestyle category. Robert’s 
true passions are travel, marketing and sharing the 
world with his clients and followers.

Specialties 

• Adventure honeymoons
• Destination weddings
• Costa Rica, Peru, Thailand, Iceland
• Luxury experiences 

 
OUT Adventures has been planning 
scheduled gay tours, tailor-made 
vacations and honeymoons in Thailand 
for more than eight years. We have a 
range of partners from three-star hotels 
to five-star and boutique properties. 
We also arrange flights, ground tours, 
transportation and gay guides.

THAILAND EXPERTS

Key Thing(s) to pack for 
Thailand
Lube! No, really. Selection can be limited. 
We also recommend bringing your own 
sunscreen, as it is quite expensive in country, 
and often includes whitening agents.

Thing to know or not to miss
 
I would highly recommend a food tour in 
Bangkok (Taste of Thailand), and John Gray 
Sea Canoe in Phuket.
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PAUL BACHANT  
 
Insider Voyages provides the kind of VIP 
access and expertise essential in finding 
your way to the hidden gems, luxurious 
private corners and authentic experiences 
that define the very best journeys. Insider 
Voyages takes the time to understand 
what interests you, how you like to travel 
and where you feel most comfortable. 
Then we meticulously create a customized 
itinerary with our extensive network of on-
the-ground contacts who make anything 
possible. Wherever your interests lie—in 
art, nature, sports, shopping, food, music—
we can take you on an immersive dive into 
that subculture.

Specialties 
 
Adventure: hiking, biking or diving, 
Relaxation: Secluded tropical coves,  pristine 
rainforest or a remote mountain aerie 
Food & Wine: Markets, farms and 
vineyards, local chefs  and tastemakers 
Wellness & Spiritual: Pursue total 
wellness, drop a few pounds, find peace.
Special Occasion: Milestone birthdays 
and anniversaries, work breaks and 
extended sabbaticals.

THAILAND EXPERTS

Not to Miss:
 
•  The Royal Palace and Wat Po in Bangkok
•  Chatuchak weekend market  
•  Doi Suthep-Doi Pui National Park  
•  Cycling excursion to Wat Rong Khun  
•  Visit to a Hmong village
•  Phang Nga Bay kayak tour
•  Snorkeling in the Similian Islands  

Special Offers: 
•  Business Class airfare under $3000 
•  Economy airfare under $1000 
   (rates subject to change)
•  Free upgrades at partner hotels
•  Insider access 
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LANCE STAMPS
VP of Marketing, ClassicTravel.com
 
Lance is a hotel junkie. He selects the hotels 
featured on ClassicTravel.com, a luxury hotel 
booking platform featuring the world’s best 
hotels. The site allows members access to 
some of the best rates and amenities available 
to the luxury traveler. Lance loves the challenge 
of keeping up with all the new properties that 
are available to clients. His goal in the near 
future is to take a year to live in various hotels 
around the world. Who doesn’t love waking 
up in a luxury hotel? When he is not traveling 
and expanding Classics hotel collection he 
enjoys overseeing his nightclub Open House 
in the L.E.S. We know how to do Thailand in 
style. We offer luxury Hotels, honeymoons 
and customized Itineraries.

Specialties 

• Italy
• South Africa
• Asia
• Caribbean
• Mexico

THAILAND EXPERTS

Key Thing(s) to pack for 
Thailand
Great sunglasses; sun block; healthy appetite 
for spicy food, exotic fresh fruits & juices; smart 
phone with Google maps, Google translate & 
Uber; Chase Sapphire Preferred card; warm 
climate essential clothing to keep you cool. 

Thing to know or not to miss
 
Don’t miss having a drink at the Lebua Hotel Sky Bar 
in Bangkok. You should also charter a private boat 
in Phuket and hit the Phi Phi’s, and make sure you 
spend a few days at Four Seasons Tented Camp 
Golden Triangle.  When you’re there, get custom-
tailored clothes, especially white dress shirts. 
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THAILAND
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ITINERARY PLANNING

Thailand is as welcoming, diverse, and affordable as exotic getaways get, so the trip planning will largely depend on you. What 
kind of traveler are you? How many nights will you dedicate? How large is your budget? 

We are believers in taking your time when you travel. Our days of rushing around a city for some crash-course survey are gone. We 
like to settle in and get to know a place, and we recommend you do the same. As a general rule of thumb, we’d say you shouldn’t 
go anywhere in Thailand for less than three nights. You didn’t travel all that way just to be on the go all the time. Your time is better 
spent getting to know a few places well, than many places barely at all. 

Thailand is mostly a very efficient country to travel with high standards for travel and flight times will within a couple of 
hours. But travelling tends to syphon your time in subtle and unexpected ways: (i.e., you must get to the airport an hour 
early, anticipate traffic, wait for your bags, wait for your cab, drive to your hotel, check-in, wait for your connecting ferry, 
etc.) Suddenly an easy one-hour flight has become five or six hours of actual travelling. So be mindful of how much time it 
will actually take to travel between destinations. A seven-day trip may more realistically be five full days of exploration after 
allowing for actual travel time. 

THE 7-DAY TRIP

Seven days is a short trip, but long enough to get the a feel for Thailand’s urban and beach life. We like to spend our initial 
three or four nights in Bangkok. It’s a big, chaotic city, and you won’t see everything, but you’ll definitely catch the important 
landmarks, some great restaurants, important cultural sites, and of course, it’s famous nightlife. 

From Bangkok, it’s a short flight either to southern beaches, like Koh Samui and Phuket, or to the mountainous, temple-filled 
north. With only seven days, you’ll have to choose between north and south — an easy choice if you’re a beach person or 
definitely not one. Also, when choosing your beach, bear in mind that Phuket and Koh Samui alternate peak seasons. Optimal 
weather on Phuket (and in the Andaman Sea) occurs between November and April. Conversely, Koh Samui’s (and other Gulf of 
Thailand destinations) boast great weather from about February to October.

Depending on how you react to jet lag, you might want to reverse your itinerary and start at the beach, where you can be lazy 
while your body adjusts to the time difference. But we prefer the bustling activity of Bangkok to immerse ourselves in activities 
and fight the jet lag. 

If you’ve been to Bangkok, or are less interested in big cities, another option for a 7-day trip would be to spend your time south 
and north, skipping Bangkok. You can fly non-stop to both Chiang Mai and Phuket from many other destinations in Asia, so you 
might not even have to transit the city, but if you do, you might opt for at least one night there.

THE 10-DAY TRIP

Ten days gives you a little more breathing room. Instead of choosing between the mountainous north and the southern beaches, 
here you have time for both. Similar to our 7-day plan, start with four days in Bangkok, and then take a one-hour flight to Chiang 
Mai, where the pace is slower and the focus is spirituality, culture, food, and wildlife. We would suggest three or four days to 
really soak in Chiang Mai before heading three hours south to your final beachy days in Samui or Phuket. 

THE 14 DAY TRIP

Allowing yourself two-weeks in Thailand will offer the opportunity to see the entirety of the country. We would allow ourselves 
five days in Bangkok, three days in Chiang Mai, and another three in Chiang Rai (a lush region of hill tribes with exotic elephant 
treks and a fascinating, if tragic, history of opium trading.) From there, you can head down to the beach towns, but this time, 
you have the opportunity to island hop. Instead of three days on Koh Samui, take a day trip to Koh Pha Ngan, or if you travel to 
Phuket, a day trip to Krabi or Koh Phi Phi is feasible.

A longer trip also opens up the possibility of visiting some of Thailand’s most remote beaches. Popular beaches like Phuket, Phi 
Phi and Koh Samui are among the most well-known, sought after, and accessible of their kind, which also means they are very 
touristy and crowded. To get to the more remote beaches, you must travel to the more isolated resorts in these destinations, or 
take the time to reach the less touristed beaches farther from the airports. The remote resorts will generally require a lengthy 
(45-90 minute) transfer from the airport and more extensive and complicated  transit — which is what keeps those beaches less 
touristed.
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THE MULTI-COUNTRY ASIA ITINERARY

Bangkok is the heart of Southeast Asia, and with many direct flights and many low-cost carriers it’s easy to make Thailand a 
component of any trip to nearby countries: Vietnam, Cambodia, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Laos, and Myanmar. Three or 
more nights in Thailand is easily combined with trips to those countries. And being more gay-friendly than any of its neighbors, 
it offers an opportunity to be yourself and be free — to hold hands, dance, or have the gay old time that’s not available in the 
surrounding countries.

NEXT:  
THAILAND: THE HONEYMOON
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THE HONEYMOON
 

Thailand has all the ingredients for the ultimate gay honeymoon: postcard-perfect beaches, 
bucket-list adventures, inspiring accommodations, and the most hospitable of welcomes 
for gay travelers. If you want a honeymoon that’s memorable, romantic and exotic, the 

choices here are amazing and endless. It was tough to pick our favorite - so tough, in fact, we 
picked five. Whichever you choose, you can be sure of pampering service and attention to the 
little details that make a honeymoon truly special. Let the land of smiles put a big smile on your 
newlywed faces.

THAILAND
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THE HONEYMOON
 

Hidden away in the northern reaches of spiritual Chiang Mai, the Dhara Dhevi is as breathtaking as it is 
enchanting. Just a ten-minute drive from the airport, you’ll arrive at an ornate courtyard shrine of Buddhist 
temples and Burmese inspired sculptures, that greet you on more than 60 acres of lush, green land. The 
hotel is divided – on one side, a row of super luxe suites, small stand-alone houses that are intimate and 
ideal for newly married couples. Out back you’ll find a small, romantic man-made pond where you can 
stroll or sit back and enjoy the calmness of a warm afternoon. The hotel inside is gorgeous. There are 
plush, cozy rooms, close to all amenities, dining rooms, and the infinity pool where we loved to swim to the 
edge and take in the verdant views. You and your new husband will love the incomparable spa treatments, 
basket weaving, or biking around the campus. The service is classic Thai; attentive to make you feel cared 
for. As lovely as the hotel is, make time to go into town and explore Chiang Mai, its temples, its history, and 
its thriving city. You’d be remiss not to see such a beautiful, thriving region of Thailand.

DHARA DHEVI
CHIANG MAI

http://www.dharadhevi.com
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THE HONEYMOON
 

Tubkaak is an isolated beach on Krabi surrounded by limestone islands, and its eponymous resort is 
superb for gay honeymooners looking for that resort that has it all so they can enjoy a tranquil few days 
and leave the world behind. The resort has two exquisite on-site restaurants, - one Thai, one Italian - 
and specializes in the freshest seafood. Be sure to take advantage of the island hopping (rent a car and 
head to Nopparat Thara Beach where you can rent a longtail boat service.) Come sundown, walk along 
the beach with your hubby and enjoy wine-purple skies. The spa service is impeccable, with an entire 
team eager to please. Book a room with a view of the sea and try to avoid those that are sunset facing - 
they tend to make your room that much warmer during the day. 

TUBKAAK BOUTIQUE RESORT
KRABI

http://tubkaakresort.com
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THE HONEYMOON
 

Tucked away in the jungles of Chiang Rai, on the precipice of Myanmar, Laos, and Thailand, the Four 
Seasons Golden Triangle is an experience you and your husband will never forget. You’ll be picked up 
at the airport in a luxury, air-conditioned vehicle and relax for the hour-long drive to the property where 
you’ll then be taken by longtail boat to the gorgeous property and welcomed with champagne. We 
recommend the explorer tents equipped with amazing jungle views. The tents are luxury to the finest 
details: comfortable beds, outdoor lounge, and a fully stocked minibar. The camp plans daily activities for 
you and your new beau, the best of them being the boat ride down the Mekong and the magical sunrise 
elephant experience. As the sun winds down, you and your husband will indulge in a couples massage and 
some elegant spa treatments. There are five staff members to every guest and service is exquisite. A truly 
special, heartfelt experience and the perfect way to start a marriage. 

FOUR SEASONS TENTED CAMP
GOLDEN TRIANGLE

http://www.fourseasons.com/goldentriangle/
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THE HONEYMOON
 

Perched on the seaside slopes amid tropical forests, over azure blue waters and a picturesque 
panorama of the Andaman Sea, Paresa is an oasis of tranquility and unrivalled luxury, and a proud 
IGLTA member. They’ve opened the gates of Heaven to many gay and lesbian couples who love it 
for its modern design, spacious, comfortable accommodations and delectable dining, all paired with 
awe-inspiring views of the Andaman Sea. Guests can indulge in a unique dining experience which 
takes place right in the middle of Paresa’s famed infinity swimming pool; you and your husband can 
lounge between the star studded sky of Phuket and the LED-lit swimming pool to taste a sumptuous 
five course meal masterly crafted by their culinary team. During the day, the two of you will visit 
unspoiled beaches on the surrounding islands or take a journey to the astonishing Phang Nga Bay 
with its limestone formations and fabled atmosphere. 

KAMALA PARESA
PHUKET

http://www.paresaresorts.com/default-en.html
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THE HONEYMOON
 

On the Northern Laem Tong beach of Koh Phi Phi is the romantic and rural Zeavola Resort, a posh getaway 
of 53 free-standing bungalows that have been built from Teakwood to resemble a Thai village from 
decades past. Arrive from Phuket on the resorts speedboat and check into the Garden Suite, a spacious 
room set in a lush jungle garden, or the breathtaking pool villa up on the hillside overlooking the turquoise 
Andaman Sea, either ideal for a private honeymoon. While the resort invites you to linger, your visit is not 
complete without a tour to the Maya Bay. Discover the natural underwater beauty while you and your new 
spouse dive together to spy on exotic fish, or just relax and get pampered with the excellent Zeavola Spa. 
The personalized service is impeccable, with staff on standby to tend to your every whim.

ZEAVOLA
KOH PHI PHI

http://www.zeavola.com
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SAVVY. 
OPINIONATED.
INSPIRED.
GAY.

GET ON THE LIST 
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 PHOTO CREDITS
Unless otherwise noted, all photos are used under a Creative Commons (cc) license.  

No sponsorship, endorsement or connection to the photographers or their  
subjects is implied by their use. We are super grateful for the opportunity  

to share their beautiful imagery with you.
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